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The President’s Page. 

  After having just completed my first period as your President, I believe that I am beginning to 

settle into the task. 

  Although the summer holiday period is almosy over I would think that like most of you still 

have plenty of gardening and household jobs to complete during the quiet philatelic period.  As 

I am writing this, however, I am looking forward to Autumn Stampex later this week which 

includes on the Saturday a joint meeting between the British Air Mail Society and the Crash 

and Wreck Mail Society.  I know that by the time you read this it will have already taken place 

but I do hope that some of you were able to attend this friendly get-together. 

  At the beginning of October I will also, as the BAMS pro-tem representative, be attending 

the FISA Board meeting at Lucerne, Switzerland.  Also attending will be our FISA Board 

member Dr. Richard Saundry.  This meeting, I hope, will prove very interesting where I will be 

able to note what progress has been made since the last meeting.  I confirm the FISA website 

is progressing.  The meeting will also be a great opportunity to meet members of other  Euro-

pean air mail societies. 

  Although our biennial Pillage Trophy Competition will no longer take place, (due to financial 

restrictions), it is possible that we can arrange something in the future with our friends in    

Europe.  This I believe need not be of a competitive nature but more of a social get-together.  

This I think would appeal to a larger section of our membership.  What do you think ?  Please 

let me know.  

  Just to finish, may I please remind you that we still need a new Secretary and anyone willing 

to help would be very much appreciated.  Now that we have a new Membership Secretary, the 

job of Hon. Secretary should be a much easier task.. 

                                                                  Many thanks, 

                                                                                        Eddie Spicer. 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

Editorial 

  This is going to be an unusually long  winded editorial.  Please, I beg of you, take the time to read it. 

  First, I would like to extol the virtues of my immediate predecessor, John Symons as Editor. Most of 

the things that John did when he was in office were very good—and when he wasn’t being good, he 

was being very, very good.  His will be a very hard act to follow.  He set the bar very high and I doubt 

anyone could ever emulate the high standard of presentation which during the past five years our  

members have come to expect. 

  There was an inordinate long discussion about the future of Air Mail News and the Editorship at our 

recently held Annual General Meeting.  John had long said he wished to stand down as Editor and it 

was unfortunate that no member resident in the UK had volunteered to take over from him. For     
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reasons we would not wish to enlarge on at this juncture it was deemed prudent that the Editorship of 

Air Mail News should not be entrusted to any of our stalwart overseas volunteers.  There were several 

ideas mooted at our meeting how best we could proceed.  One suggestion was that each issue of Air 

Mail News be compiled by our regional groups in turn, but the complexity of such an undertaking 

would probably have been fraught with insurmountable problems.  Organisation of our journal ought 

to be  under the stewardship of a single responsible individual.  As an interim measure the forthcoming 

August issue would be assembled by John Symons, the bulk of the content being furnished by        

Laurence Kimpton.  We note the August issue was one of the better issues received in recent years.  

Our thanks to both John and to Laurence for the August issue. 

  It was generally felt that without Air Mail News, the British Air Mail Society would be in real danger of  

collapse.  For many of our members regular receipt of their quarterly journal was their only real point 

of contact and many had joined in order to receive the journal, either as hard copy or CD-ROM     

format. Incidentally, I have to ask, tongue in cheek, what is the long term future for CD-ROMs ?  My 

computer, purchased within the last year has no provision for a CD drive.  Surely CD-ROMs are    

becoming redundant technology?  I use flash drives (thumb sticks) to back up data.   

  I believe Air Mail News should try to fulfil at least three different, not necessarily exclusive functions. 

Firstly, members look to our journal to catch up on the latest news, to find out about meetings, to 

check dates, etc.  Yes we have an excellent web-site and more power to the elbow of Robert Clark for 

keeping the web-site up to date.  But not everyone has a computer, and even if you do have one you    

wouldn’t be the first to find your server is down, or you have unfortunately acquired a computer virus, 

just when you urgently needed to confirm something.  Our journal is not, and never should be seen as 

a replacement for, or pre-eminent over our web-site, or vice versa . The web-site and this publication 

fulfil separate complementary functions. 

  Secondly,  Air Mail News has always had the reputation of being a first rate aerophilatelic journal and 

the repository of serious publications.  Copies of Air Mail News will be found in philatelic libraries all 

over the world.  We are justifiably proud of this reputation and the more accessible our journal        

becomes and the  greater the frequency we publish good original research articles, this serves to     

stimulate more research, to further our hobby and lead to the recruitment of more members. 

  Thirdly, our journal should be for everyone, not just the seasoned high flyers among us.  Newer 

members and beginners should always be encouraged to submit articles or queries.  I know that new 

members sometimes feel intimidated to ask simple questions thinking they will be shot down, even  

ridiculed.  Don’t you believe it.  Sometimes the simplest of questions engenders the greatest response 

from our  readers, and you would be surprised how often even the most senior members in our society 

sometimes have totally wrong ideas, or  have totally misunderstood what they thought they already 

knew.  It has also been my policy to publish queries and articles submitted from collectors from      

outside our Society, since when this happens the result is sometimes we recruit new members.  The 

mission statement of the British Air Mail Society is to encourage collecting and study of aerophilately 

in all its various guises.  If that is currently not our mission statement then it jolly well should be! 

  It is with the greatest trepidation that I have temporarily resumed the Editorship of Air Mail News.  

To our long standing membership I will need no introduction as I earlier acted as Editor of this journal 

for eleven years between  2000 and 2011.  The problem is that I am not really that IT literate and in 

trying to assemble Air Mail News it is for me practically a whole new ball game.  It is like learning a 

whole new life skill.  I believe I have the common sense and experience to edit the journal, but I am yet 

to learn the requisite skills to do the job as satisfactorily as I would like.  
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  Things were very different five years ago.  To assemble the journal as we did things then, I had to  

essentially re-type everything I received, cut and paste, and ultimately pre-print everything exactly as it 

was to be printed in A4 format. Our publishers would then photo-reproduce what I had sent them, to 

eventually produce a printed version of the journal in A5 format. 

  In the intervening years under the excellent Editorship of John Symons, the format of the magazine 

that members receive is now A4, and there is nowadays a great deal of colour.  Furthermore with the 

advent of modern powerful personal computers and fast broadband internet communications it is 

more usual for contributors to send copy or information via the internet, and if received in a         

compatible format this can readily be inserted into the journal, leaving the Editor with the relatively 

easy task of  just editing the text and rearranging the illustrations—at least I hope this is now the case.  

They say it is difficult to teach an old dog new tricks and in learning exactly how to produce our    

modern journal, there will be many hiccups.  I already have had all sorts of teething problems, many 

of which I think generally I have managed to overcome.  Unfortunately during this learning process 

there have been many things I have done which I would prefer I had not. done  Time proved too 

short for me to reverse or solve all these problems and the regrettable result is that this issue is a very 

unstructured production, a veritable hotch potch of items in an almost random order.  Please be    

patient.  Most of these problems will have been resolved in time to compile the February 2017 issue. 

  There have been a number of unsatisfactory gaps in this issue.  For instance, there is no “Diary 

Page”. Please note all BAMS Group Co-ordinators, and members giving displays, please send me 

dates of forthcoming meetings.  These dates must contain not only the calendar date, but also the day 

of the week such that if there are unfortunate typos - and they still occur -  readers will realise there is 

a problem and have the opportunity to check.  Give titles of meetings, info. about the venues (time 

and address), contact name (including telephone number and email address) . 

  Could I please beg you, if at all possible, please, please, please send lengthy submissions via the    

internet as attachments to messages, not as lengthy email messages. And please send such attachments 

as Microsoft Word format text files. As for scans for illustrations please send these as jpeg or tiff files 

at 300 dpi resolution.    Furthermore I know that authors like to see their illustrations appearing at     

chosen places within the body of the text.  Please, however, do not embed illustrations within the text.  

Always send illustrations as separate attachments.  You can  indicate where in the text you would like 

your illustrations to  appear, but for operational reasons this may not always be possible and I may 

have to move illustrations around.   

  It is my duty to edit, not to stifle styles of writing.  I have only a few  personal mores. I never allow 

the acronym AMN to appear in Air Mail News, but always spell it un full.  I also am a stickler for the 

way British pre-decimal currency is expressed.  Authors should bear in mind that not all our readers 

have English as their first language, and since decimalisation took place in the early 1970s there are 

now a whole phalanx of readers who would be totally flummoxed if they saw postage expressed as, 

say, “1/3” when the author meant 1s. 3d., and “not one third”.  “1/3” notation was instantly familiar 

to old timers brought up in the era of “rods, poles and perches”, but is practically incomprehensible to    

modern younger readers. I usually prefer to express the spelling “air mail” as two words, not one. 

  For those members who don’t have computers or prefer to submit articles hand-written, I am only 

too willing to transcribe into the requisite format for you.  Good colour photocopies of covers or  

photographs I can deal with.  There is no reason to feel intimidated about sending me copy if you 

don’t have a computer, or you may think you are a beginner.  As I said above, it is my  experience that 
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sometimes the simplest of questions when appearing in print, generate lively discussion from among 

our members. 

  And what about starting something new.  We are now well into the 21st Century , but we rarely see 

any articles or submissions about modern air mails. 

  I have known editors of philatelic journals who lost sleep worrying that they did not have enough 

copy to fill their pages.  Rest assured, I sleep very well.  If I don’t have enough copy then the result will 

be a very thin issue.  I am a fairly prolific writer but like many collectors I have fairly narrow fields of 

collecting interest and if all you were to read about in these pages were aspects of Balkan or Latin 

American air mails, we would soon lose members’ interest.  It is not the duty of an Editor to write the 

journal, only to edit.  Notwithstanding what I have just said, you will find, nevertheless, in the current 

issue I have  incorporated a lot of my own writing.  I don’t plan to go on this way.  I want to receive 

questions from our members and hopefully some answers. So, for future issue, so that there is variety 

and something of interest for all, please get out your pens, or turn on your pc’s.  If you cannot find 

what you want, please feel free to write me with what you would like to see. 

  Remember, Air Mail News is your journal. We are here to share our hobby with one another. We learn 

all the time.  I am learning how to assemble this issue. I know it’s a hotchpotch, but eventually it will 

get better.  If you think you could and would like to do better, please feel free to volunteer. 

Richard Saundry. 

 

AN IMPORTANT B.A.M.S. NOTICE 

  We wish to thank you for your support during the past year, and despite the          

considerable increase in printing and postage costs over the past three years we are 

maintaining the same subscription rates.  Unfortunately due to the current               

inconsistency of the current exchange rates, partly occasioned through the effects of 

the Brexit vote, payments from overseas members will have to be made n  £ sterling. 

  Please send your payments to our new Membership Secretary, Mike Buchanan 

(in £ sterling, or by Pay Pal), to mjbairmails@gmail.com but please use Pay Friend 

to  ensure that full payment is received, and also send confirming e-mail informing 

him payment has been made.  

Mike Buchanan,  9 Brynmore Road,  Mossley Hill,  Liverpool, L18 4RW, UK. 

(Tel: 0151 7246137.   E-mail: mjbairmails@gmail.com)  

      UK  EU  Overseas 

 Hard copy Air Mail News £30  £35  £40 

 CD version Air Mail News £15  £18  £20 

 Hard Copy plus the CD  £38  £45  £50 
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OBITUARY 

ROLAND FELIX KOHL  

3rd March 1921 - 11th July 2016 

  Roland Felix Kohl was born in Dresden, Germany on March 3, 1921 of a Swiss mother and     

German father. He completed his basic education in 1939. Always interested in aviation, airplanes 

and dirigibles, he wanted to become an aeronautical engineer.  When he started to  collect stamps as 

a youth he reflected his penchant for aviation by seeking stamps related to that field. His ambitions 

took a change in 1941 when he was drafted into the German Army. Trained as a telegrapher, he was 

serving in that capacity when his unit was transferred to the Russian front and was wounded during 

fighting around Latvia, evacuated back to Germany, treated and recovered. While convalescing in  

Dresden he survived the February 13, 1945 horrific bombing that virtually destroyed that city.  When 

he sought to continue his education, there were no classes for Aeronautical Engineering and he   

enrolled in the Civil Engineering program. Upon graduation in 1952, he got a job as an engineer 

working for the U.S. Airforce rebuilding damaged/destroyed airports. An old friend who had      

emigrated to New York before the war returned to Germany on business and tracked Roland down. 

He convinced Roland to come to America. Aided by his aunt and family who lived in New York, he 

found a place to live and got a job working for Amman and Whitney the famous bridge builders. 

Roland met a lovely Swedish girl, Kerstin, in New York, fell in love, and married her in January 

1958. They lived happily in the city, both became U.S. citizens. In 1962 they decided to return to 

Europe and Roland quickly found jobs working for American engineering firms rebuilding          

industrial plants and refineries in Germany. In 1970 he was offered a job as Chief Engineer for the 

Zurich International Airport.  He and Kerstin were delighted to move to Switzerland. 1995. All 

through the years after the end of World War II, Roland enlarged and maintained his aerophilatelic 

collection and became active in several    aerophilatelic organizations. 

  Roland served as President of the International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies 

(FISA) from 1977 until 1998.  For many years, he was also President of the Swiss Airmail Society. 

Roland also organized a number of aerophilatelic exhibitions in Switzerland, most of which were  

held in the Swiss transport Museum in Lucerne.   

  One of his main specialities was Austrian Airmails, and in 1998 he published a Handbook &      

Catalogue of the Airmails and First Flights of Austria, includes SCADTA and Zeppelin flights,    

special cancellations etc. 

  As I lived in Switzerland from 1975 to 1998, I met Roland many times, and served with him for 

many years on the FISA Board.  He was a great aerophilatelist and was known to philatelists   

Worldwide.  He was a good friend and I will miss him. 

  While at an international philatelic exhibition in Thailand, Roland fell in love with the country and 

after Kerstin’s death purchased a 12th floor condominium on the beach in Patong, Phuket. He was 

there on December 26, 2004 when the historic tsunami hit. Fortunately he was located in a sturdy 30 

story building and was an observer of all the chaos that ensued. Eventually, he developed glaucoma 

and macular degeneration and hearing loss. Unable to get good health care he decided in 2011 to 

return to the United States and live with his first cousin, André and his wife Sally in Delaware.     

Succumbing to various ailments, he passed away peacefully on July 11. 2016.  He was 95 years old. 

Kendal Sanford. 
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BAMS MEETINGS REPORTS 

MINUTES OF THE  57TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Held at the Premises of the Royal Philatelic Society on  

SATURDAY 4TH JUNE 2016 

(As we currently do not have a Secretary, what is presented here are the significant points rising 

from the meeting, kindly provided by Grahame Boutle) 

1. The Chairman, Bill Trower, President of BAMS, opened the meeting and thanked 

those who had attended. (There were 15 members in attendance).  Bill thanked 
those who had supported him through his term of office.  More details and com-

ments appeared under the ‘President’s Column’ in the Newsletter section of the 

May 2016 issue (Number 233) of Air Mail News. 

2. The Treasurer, Grahame Boutle, reported details of the Accounts for 2015 which 

had already been made available to members in issue No. 233 of Air Mail News. 
Grahame stated that the anticipated loss was smaller than he had expected 

Membership subscriptions had fallen, basically because members who elected to 
receive Air Mail News on CD-ROM would be paying 50% less than those receiving 

printed copies of the magazine. 

Normal expenses were down due basically to savings on the production of printed 

copies of Air Mail News. 

There were one-off expenses in the year, namely London 2015 (costing £380) and 

hosting the American Air Mail Society on their visit to the UK for participation in the 

Pillage Trophy Competition, less donations/grant (costing £570) 

Only one meeting was held at the premises of the Royal P.S. in 2015, and as two 

will be held in 2016, He anticipated we should have a surplus of around £250 for 
2016, providing that there is no substantial fall off of membership levels and that we 

can hold three auctions per annum. 

The accounts and Treasurer’s Report were adopted 

3 The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting for 2015 had also been published in issue No. 

233 of Air Mail News. The Minutes were accepted. 

4. The Auctioneer, Peter Lister, reported that three auctions had been held giving rise to a sur-

plus of £975, but it was hoped to increase this to four auctions per annum in future years. 

5. The Membership Secretary, Peter Lister, stated that there were currently 26 United Kingdom 

and 6 Overseas unpaid subscriptions, and reminder letters had been sent.  There were also 

a few minor problems concerning payment of subscriptions by overseas members. 

6. The Editor, John Symons, stated that due ti ill-health he would be unable to continue pro-

ducing our house magazine, and that he wished to stand down. 

7. The Hon. Librarian, Barbara Priddy, mentioned that only six requests from four members 

had been received and only one book had been purchased. 

8. The Web-master, Robert Clark, stated that the ABPS Handbook and Directory stated that 

our Society was the British Aerophilatelic Federation, instead of the British Air Mail Society.  

ABPS had been notified of this error. 
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9. British Air Mail Society Group Organisers’ were brief as the majority of their activities had 

previously been reported in Air Mail News. 

10. The Election of Officers: 

 (A) President:  Eddie Spicer 

                 Secretary:   Nicholas Arrow 

      Treasurer:  Grahame Boutle 

                 Librarian:  Barbara Priddy  

      Membership Secretary: Mike Buchanan. 

      Competition Secretary: Roger Stanley-Smith (Roger subsequently resigned) 

      London & Home Counties Meetings Organiser: Peter Lister 

      Advertising/Publicity Manager: Bill Trower 

      Hon. Auditor: Peter Wood (agreed to continue) 

 (B) The following positions were not filled: Vice-President 

       Editor, Air Mail News. 

11. Any Other Business: 

(A) The “Wotherspoon Cup” was won by Josh Spoor, but there were no entries for     the 

Airmail Shield.  

(B) John Symons said he was prepared to collate Regional Group Reports as produced, for 

inclusion in Air Mail News.  He is also prepared to compile material submitted for the maga-

zine, but not provide content. 

(C) Richard Saundry was awarded the Josh Spoor Vase.  Richard said he was honoured to 

be accorded this honour, but declined to accept the trophy as he would be travelling down to 

Cornwall that evening by train and it was unlikely the fragile glass vase would survive the 

journey without being smashed. 

(D) John Symons suggested that “Past Articles” of yesteryear should be resurrected for in-

clusion in future issues of Air Mail News, as there is currently a reduction in the number of 

new articles being submitted. 

(E) It was suggested that more use should be made of the web-site under the control of 

Robert Clark. 

(F) According to current membership, at least 50% of the members, wherever they reside, 

are CD members 

12. The meeting closed at 3.20pm. 

These minutes were prepared by Grahame Boutle (acting as Secretary) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

An Apology 

   We have learnt to our consternation that hopefully a very small number of members did not      

receive their personal copies of the August issue of this journal.  The distribution of that issue was 

outside our control.  If you were one of these unfortunate members, would you please let Peter 

Lister (0208 292 8206.  E-mail: p.a.lister@btinternet.com) know of this omission. 
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Letters to the Editor. 

  No letters for publication in Air Mail News have been received by your current editor.  Please note this 

is the one section within our journal that is not normally edited, providing such letters are not deemed 

salacious or intended to bring our hobby into disrepute.  Letters published in this section are not     

necessarily the views of the  Council of the British Air Mail Society. 

Questions and Answers 

A.520.  Postage on W.W.II Period British Air Mail Covers to Canada. 

  Richard Saundry showed two covers with puzzling air mail postage rates to Canada.  The illustration 

of one of the two covers, franked 2s. 8d., and sent from Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol on 28th May 1942 

to Montreal, Canada from where it was re-addressed and forwarded to the  Office of the                 

Superintendent of Engineers, British Ministry of War Transport, Sydney, Nova Scotia where it arrived 

11th June., intrigued Julian van Beveren (Redgrave, Norfolk).  Julian says he recognised the blue ink 

receiving handstamp dated JUN 11 1942. Whether or not this receiving mark is that of a privately 

printed commercially supplied handstamp he is not able to say,  but there is some doubt as to whether 

or not the cover via Montreal to Nova Scotia went via New York. 

  Julian, however, is able to show a cover with a similar date stamp that definitely went through New 

York, an example of extremely rapid transit during the Second World War.  Julian’s example of north 

transatlantic air mail, was posted from Rotterdam, the Netherlands on July 22, 1941 and was in       

Germany and censored the following day as shown by the T.P.O. KOLN-DEUTZ date stamp almost 

completely hidden by the German censorship tape.  The pencilled annotations and date on the censor’s 

resealing tape are believed to be those of Captain L.N. van Denderen noting the letter’s date.  The  

cover to Captain van Denderen was sent under cover. The blue “RECEIVED AUG 8 1941” hand 

stamp is that of the undercover shipping agent at  25 Broadway, New York, telling us the cover almost 

certainly was flown on Boeing B-314 Dixie Clipper flying from Lisbon 6th August, arriving New York 

the following day.  Luckily there were no censorship hold ups in Bermuda. At this date Captain van 

Denderen was on board the “Tosari” at San Francisco. 

  Julian noted that there is also a correlation of just two days separation between the Montreal date 

stamp of 9th June, and 11th June on the receiving handstamp on the cover to Nova Scotia, and Julian 

wonders whether the blue RECEIVED handstamp might also have been struck in New York, having 

been forwarded there under separate cover for transmission to Mr. F. Lowry c/o the Master, Captain 

Gracie.  As for the putative 2d. Extra postage, Julian suggests it may be to cover the cost of forwarding 

the cover Montreal to Nova Scotia. 

  N.B. Julian has written extensively about Captain van Denderen and the van Denderen collection for 

the Netherlands Philatelic Circle, in his article “Mail Drop in the Ocean”. 

  John  Rawlins has provided a plausible explanation for the 10½d. franking on a registered air mail 

cover Wickford Essex to Saskatoon, Canada in May 1940.  The expected franking should have been 5d. 

per ½ oz. air + 3d. registration. John said that following the British increase in domestic registration 

rate in May 1940 the 4½d. registered stationery envelopes became  technically obsolete for domestic 

use and many post masters added 1d. adhesives to their stock of envelopes.  Presumably when the 

sender of the letter to Canada asked for registered air service, the post master in Wickford looked up 
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the rate and found it was 5d.  Neither he nor the sender realised that 5d. also incorporated the surface 

charge and added a full 5d. to the aforesaid 5½d. pre-stamped envelope making a total of 10½d.  The 

correct rate should have been 8d.  Many thanks for this, John. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Q. 521.  Imperial Airways North Atlantic Air Mails :  

How were the German First Fight Acceptances returned to Germany? 

John Symons writes: 

    “Dear Richard, 

   In the October 2015 issue of the Airpost Journal  [Vol. 86, No.10, pp. 420-423] Jim Graue submitted an 

article entitled  ‘Imperial Airways First-Trans North Atlantic Airmail Flight (But Not for Airmail from Germany).’  

This was followed by a second article submitted by myself and published in the January 2016 issue,  

[Vol. 87, No.1, pp. 24-27] similarly entitled ‘Imperial Airways First Trans-North Atlantic Airmail Flight, Some 

More Information.’ These two articles established the probability of a number of registered covers sent by 

the writer for acceptance on the first Imperial Airways North Atlantic flight which departed from       

Southampton on 5th August 1939. This probability is based on the range of numbers on the registration 

labels: Jim’s cover is serial number 482, whereas mine is 487. Does any member have an intermediate 

number in their collection? 

  But more importantly the second of the two articles established the two covers were never carried on 

Imperial Airways first transatlantic crossing; at this date German mail had not been accepted for       

carriage over this route, given the more obvious route via Marseilles, and later Lisbon. The two covers 

were probably carried aboard the German shipping line Norddeutscher Lloyd’s SS Bremen from       

Bremerhaven to New York, and it was during this crossing the airmail etiquette was defaced by the    

diagonal bar marking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So much for the westbound crossing, but how were these two covers eventually returned to  Germany? 

This has been the subject of some discussion between our Canadian member Chris Hargreaves and  

myself and we have reached an impasse, and hope other British Air Mail Society members can help us 

out. The USPOD was unable to deliver the covers to the addressee at the Waldorf Astoria in New York, 

and decided on 6th September 1939 to return them to the sender. In late August the German           
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government ordered all German shipping to return immediately to their home ports, and days later  

German forces invaded Poland,. On 4th September 1939 Great Britain and France declared a state of 

war existed between themselves and Germany. The latest USPO postmark on the two covers is dated 

8th September. By this date all German shipping should have departed American ports. 

  The outstanding questions. Why would the USPOD place covers destined for Germany aboard a    

British vessel knowing the two counties were at war, or were they placed on a neutral vessel which was 

boarded by the Royal Navy and the covers confiscated?  It is highly probable the covers underwent    

censorship examination in Britain, most likely in Liverpool. According to Moreweiser (CCSG Bulletin, 

Vol 24, No 2, page 56, January 1997) the PC66 label was in use in Britain between September 1939 and 

June 1940, with censor numbers ranging between 9, the lowest, to those in the 5000s. It was suggested 

by me the covers may have been examined in Jamaica. Foster stated in Roses Caribbean Philatelic        

Handbook, Handbook number 7: “… one example (PC66) of this type of label has been observed on 

Jamaican mail…”. Here we have at least two PC66s. This has been described as unlikely by BAMS 

member John Wilson, given the unreliability of the source. 

  Finally, why did the British authorities release the covers following their examination? And again    

another supplementary how did they get back to Germany? That they did there can be no argument for 

on the back of the cover is a Lokstedt postmark dated 3rd October 1939? 

 So there we have it, another of those mysteries life is so full of, and one which makes aerophilately so 

fascinating. 

John C. Symons, 

1st August 2016 

 

Q. 522.  Who carried the Mail on the Galway to Berlin Flight  

of 22nd October 1932 ? 

  John Rawlins says the answer to this question could probably be found in William J Murphy’s book 

“Irish Airmail 1919-90”, but unfortunately we currently do not have a copy in our library. 

  The flight is well recorded. Some of the mail continued on to Friedrichshafen and the Zeppelin flight 

to South America. 
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 There is a very faint cachet on the covers in Irish “Air Mail Galway-Berlin” which suggests they might 

have been carried by an Irish aircraft the whole way.  Ref. 1 lists both Galway and Dublin dispatches 

which supports this idea. 

  In 1930 there were several air services from London to Berlin (not necessarily carrying mail) but in al-

most all cases the final leg was by DLH.  The cover has the DLH Berlin C2 cachet in red and a Berlin C 

22.10.32 18-19 date stamp on the reverse. 

  Incidentally, the 1929 Galway-London S.S. Karlsruhe flight [Ref. 2] was flown there and back in one day 

by Colonel Russell.  We know that this mail got to Berlin the same day, but who carried it? 

 1. Fifty Years of British Air Mails 1911-60, N C Baldwin, pub. Francis J Field Ltd. 

 2. Roger Stanley-Smith, Air Mail News, Vol. 33, No. 147 (December 1990), pp. 121-6. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Q. 523.  Why was Air Mail Service between the United States 

and Finland Suspended in May 1945 ? 

   Your Editor has a Venezuelan registered air mail cover to Helsinki, Finland that creates all manner of 

problems.  Posted from  Caracas on (? )5 May 1945, the postage of  2.05 Bolivars is probably correct for 

the transatlantic air service via New York to Europe.  Transit registration marks on the back              

(not illustrated here) indicate the cover was in Miami on 29 May and in New York on 30 May, and again 

on 2 June. 

  The first problem is to understand why this cover apparently took  over three weeks to reach Miami?  

The answer probably lies in the Caracas cancellation.  The Venezuelan post office officials were often 

lax in ensuring their cancellers were kept clean or showed the correct dates.  Possibly the correct date of 

posting was 25 May not 5 May, and this would accord with expected air transit times Venezuela to the 

United States, entering via Miami. 

   The cover was then subject to US censorship and at left front edge there is the cellulose pre-printed  

re-sealing tape “EXAMINED BY 6753”.   Censor No. 6753 was assigned for use in New York.  It is 

curious the cover was not examined by censors in Miami, but forwarded to New York. 

  Clearly the cover was not forwarded by air to Finland.  It was struck with a clear magenta “SERVICE 
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SUSPENDED / RETURN TO SENDER”  cachet,  probably on 27 June.  There is no return arrival 

mark on the cover for Venezuela.    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The question is why was onward air service to Finland suspended in May 1945?  I know next to  nothing 

about Finnish wartime history other than what one can readily glean from the internet.  During WWII, 

Finland was engaged in three major conflicts: firstly there was the defensive Winter War 1939-40, then 

secondly the Continuation War 1941-1944 alongside the Axis powers, both directed against the Soviet 

Union.  A third conflict, the Lapland War 1944-45, following the signing of an armistice with the Allied 

powers stipulating expulsion of German forces from Finnish territory, was fought against Germany.  

Germany desperately tried to keep control of the nickel mining area around Petsamo.  The last of the 

German troops were expelled from Finnish soil in April 1945.  Thus by May 1945 Finland was again a 

free sovereign territory which I suggest should have had friendly relations with the United States.  We 

do note, however, that  Thomas  H. Boyle Jr. in his usually more reliable “Airmail Operations during World 

War II” says that Finnish air service to Great Britain was suspended between the autumn of  1944 and 

15 March 1945, and that in 1945 most air mail between European countries was channelled through 

England. 

________________________________________________ 
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Cover of the Quarter 

 

by Peter Lister. 
 

Scottish Airways introduced a regular service both to and from North Ronaldsay in the    
Orkney Isles on the 31

st
 July 1939. This service was short lived and was withdraw at the  

outbreak of the Second World War. The Islanders had held a plebiscite of which 81% were 
in favour of an air mail service. Many companies prepared First Flight covers but Scottish 
Airways prepared their own together with labels, neither of which were made available to the 
public before the flights took place. The design was very  similar to those produced by   
Highland airways in 1934, note that Captain Eric Fresson was still in charge. It has always 
been recorded that 100 covers were printed and equal amounts flown in each direction (all 
addressed to employees of Scottish Airways).  The cover illustrated, however, is a round 
flight cover, having been flown in both directions: initially from Inverness with the 10-30am 
date stamp and again at North Ronaldshay (N.B. the alternative spelling) with the untimed 
date stamp for its flight back to Inverness, thus making up an interesting and scarce trio. 
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FLIGHTS OF THE GERMAN AIRSHIP LZ 127 “Graf Zeppelin” 

By Gilbert M. Smith 

(text arranged by John Symons) 

 

  The Deutsches Luftschiff LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin was a German-built and operated, passenger carrying, 

hydrogen filled, rigid airship. It operated commercially between 1928 until 1937.  When it entered     

commercial service in 1928, it offered the world’s first commercial  passenger transatlantic flight service.  

It was named after the German pioneer of airships, Ferdinand von Zeppelin.  During its operating life 

the airship made 590 flights covering more than 1.7 million kilometres (over 1 million miles). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This article presents a selection of mail carried by the LZ 127 between October 1928 and July 1931. 

  The first example, (Fig. 1.), is a card that was carried on the first transatlantic flight which departed 

from Friedrichshafen on October 10, 1928.  There is a cachet that tells the card was posted aboard the 

airship whilst en route between Friedrichshafen, Germany and Lakehurst, New Jersey, USA. The card was 

franked 2 Reichmark and there is an arrival mark for New York October 16.  This card was included in 

the mail that was dropped whilst the airship was in transit over New York.  Interestingly, it is signed by  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 
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Lady Drummond-Hay, a passenger on the flight.  She was the first woman to fly from Europe to    

America, and later  in 1929 around the world. 

  The cover, (Fig. 2.), is an example of mail carried on the 1929 Orient Flight.  The Graf Zeppelin        

departed from Friedrichshafen on March 25, 1929, arriving back on March 28.  The greater portion of 

the mail, regardless of its destination, was dropped at Er Ramle,  Palestine. Special postage rates of        

1 RMk and 2 RMk had been established and covers were cancelled at Friedrichshafen with a cachet   

applied in various shades of red and violet.  Few of the covers received a back stamp.  The British    

Foreign Office had forbidden the Zeppelin to fly over Egypt, so the airship was forced to fly along the 

coast of the “Land of the Pharaohs”. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cover posted in Friedrichshafen on May 16, 1929, and illustrated as Fig. 3., is an   example of the 

interrupted flight of the 16th May, the date the Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen for its first flight to 

North America.  Whilst flying across France, however, four of its five engines failed, forcing the airship  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to land at Cuers.  New engines were fitted and the airship flew back to Friedrichshafen.  The cover is 

franked with a 4 RMk. Adhesive, a red straight-line cachet to denote the interruption to the flight, and a 

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 
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circular blue cachet signifying the first America Flight.  This mail did not arrive in the United States un-

til three months later, where it received an indistinct back stamp dated August 5, 1929. 

 On August 15, 1929, the Graf Zeppelin departed from Friedrichshafen on its “Round the World” 

Flight.  The cover illustrated, (Fig. 4.), was amongst the mail carried on this flight. The route took the 

airship across Siberia non-stop to Tokyo where it arrived on August 18. After five days in Tokyo, LZ 

127 continued across the Pacific to California, crossing the coast at San Francisco before landing in Los 

Angeles on August 26.  The following day it flew to the US airship base at Lakehurst, New Jersey,     

arriving there on August 29, from where it returned to Friedrichshafen, thereby completing the         

circumnavigation on September 4th.  The entire flight (including stops) took 21 days, 5 hours and 31 

minutes, and covered 20,651 miles. It was at the time the fastest circumnavigation of the globe.  The 

cover is back stamped Friedrichshafen September 4, and at Braunschweig the following day. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 is an example of a German postcard posted on board the LZ 

127 and franked with a pair of 50Rpf. Air mail stamps cancelled with 

the onboard postmark ‘LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN / 9. 11. 

1930’ and was addressed to Karlsrune which is situated on the Rhine 

near to Stuttgart.  The signature on the card is that of Karl Schonherr, 

(Fig. 6.), the onboard German Post Office official. 

  Probably the most ambitious of all the LZ 127 flights was the Russian 

Polar Flight of 1931.  The Graf Zeppelin flew from Friedrichshafen to 

Berlin on July 21, 1931.  On July 25 it  landed in Leningrad, the same 

day the polar stamps were issued to frank the Russian cover illustrated 

(Fig. 7.) which was carried on this flight.  The cover bears the special  

sunburst Polar Flight cachet, a Leningrad registration label and post-

mark, and a Russian etiquette.  The Zeppelin landed on the sea at its  

destination and a party in a rowing boat came out to collect the mail and 

took it to the Russian ice breaker ‘Malygin’ which went on to the North 

Pole.  The card is addressed to the Russo-German scientist Professor Vladimir Wiese, the expedition’s 

leader on board the ‘Malygin’.  Some time later a small quantity of the mail was despatched from the  

Figure 5. 

Figure 6.  Karl Schonherr. 
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icebreaker bearing the ship’s cancel dated July 27, 1931. Figure 8 shows the route followed by the LZ 

127 to the North Pole. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

An example of the mail carried aboard the 7th South 

America Flight of 1932 is illustrated (Fig. 9.).  The Graf 

Zeppelin departed from Friedrichshafen on September 

12, 1932.  The cover was posted on board the LZ 127 

where it received the special brown flight cachet, 

franked with a 2RMk air mail  postage stamp, and     

cancelled ‘LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN /          

27. 9. 32’. Addressed to Recife, Brazil it is back stamped 

the same date.  The sender was H.E. Sieger of Lorch, 

Wurtemberg, Germany, and publisher of the ‘Zeppelin Post Katalog’. 

  I hope these few examples of 

covers carried by the LZ127 

Graf Zeppelin have been of 

interest.  They illustrate the  

capability of rigid airships,    

notwithstanding the risks     

associated with the use of     

hydrogen gas. Although slow, 

they did establish an alternative 

transatlantic service to sea travel 

during the 1930s until the time 

of the Hindenburg disaster at 

Lakehurst, and the introduction 

of Pan American Airways and 

Imperial Airways long range flying boats. 

Figures 7 & 8. 

The Russian 

Polar Flight of 

1931 

Figure 9. 
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Australian Air Mail across the Pacific and  

Atlantic Oceans, 1937-1945 
 

by Laurence Kimpton 

 

Part 2. PAA’s South Pacific Service from Auckland to San Francisco 
 

PAA's South Pacific Survey Flights, 1937-1939 

  Pan American Airways had made an unsuccessful attempt to start a service across the South Pacific in 

late 1937 and early 1938. On 17th March 1937 the Sikorsky S42B flying boat Samoan Clipper left San 

Francisco on a survey flight to Auckland via Honolulu, Kingman Reef and Pago Pago, American Samoa, 

arriving on 29th March. Four covers flown as unofficial mail survive from this flight, two to Kingman 

Reef (of about 30 flown), one to Pago Pago and one to Auckland)1. The return flight left Auckland on 

4th April and arrived at Honolulu on 9th April; 10 covers were flown from Auckland as unofficial mail. 

On 23rd December 1937 the Samoan Clipper left Honolulu on a second flight to Auckland, arriving on 

26th December. No mail was carried on the outward flight, but the return flight, departing Auckland on 

Fig.1. 7th January 1938.  Registered cover posted at Sydney intended for the third PAA return flight from Auckland 

(the second flight on which it was planned to carry mail).  Whether an official mail from Australia, as stated on the 

cover, had been arranged is uncertain.  As the flight did not take place because of the loss of Samoan Clipper at 

Pago Pago, Samoa, the cover was held at Sydney (backstamped 18th January) and then flown to Hong Kong by 

Qantas and Imperial Airways to connect with PAA’s North Pacific service.  Backstamped at Hong Kong on               

1st February, at Honolulu on 13th February, and at San Francisco on 16th February.  Franked 5s. 9d. Which does 

not appear to match a known rate. 
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2nd January 1938, carried a large quantity of mail from New Zealand. Perhaps surprisingly, no mail from 

Australia was accepted. The attempt to establish a regular service ended in tragedy when Samoan Clipper 

crashed after take off from Pago Pago on the third flight from Honolulu to Auckland on 11th January 

1938. Australian mail exists which was intended for the third return flight from Auckland (Fig. 1); with 

no aircraft being available, such mail was forwarded via the FAM 14 North Pacific service.  

  The opening of a South Pacific service had to await negotiations over landing rights along an          

alternative safer route via Canton Island and Noumea, New Caledonia, and the introduction of the   

Boeing B314 flying boat. A survey flight by Boeing B314 California Clipper left San Francisco on 22nd 

August 1939 and arrived at Auckland on 30th August; four covers were flown as unofficial mail from 

Honolulu, two to Noumea and two to Auckland. On the return flight, departing Auckland on 2nd    

September a small quantity of covers were flown as unofficial mail from Canton Island. However, it 

appears that an attempt was made to send mail from Australia on this flight. The cover shown in Fig. 2, 

posted at Lismore, Victoria on 28th August 1938 with the superscription "By Air, New Zealand, USA, 

England, Australia" contained the original letter from the son of the addressee,  Australian Senator W G 

Gibson and a typed note stating, "August 1939. The Australian Post Office advised patrons that R-T-W mail 

would be carried via NZ, USA and England for 7/6 per  oz using boat to NZ and Pan Am to USA." What source 

this statement was based on is uncertain. The 28th August date of date of the postmark suggests it was 

intended for the return Pan American survey flight departing Auckland on 2nd September. The letter 

writer doubted whether the letter would travel round the world ("When this letter reaches you -if ever- it will 

have been round the world in the first air mail service of its kind; but with the international situation so tense, I fear it may 

not be plain sailing"). His doubts were justified; a few weeks later the Chief Postmaster at Auckland      

returned the cover to Australia with an explanatory letter saying: "Owing to the existing need for limiting the 

volume of correspondence forwarded on the Empire Air Service it is not possible to include special 'round-the-world' covers 

in these mails, It is regretted therefore that it is necessary to return the enclosed letter which was received here for onward 

transmission." (The reference to the Empire Air Service would be the intended leg from England to    

Australia). A second survey flight from San Francisco to Auckland and return was made by Boeing B314 

Honolulu Clipper in November 1939; no mail was carried. 

 

Fig. 2.  28th August 1939.  Cover posted at Lismore, Victoria, intended for carriage around the world (by ship to 

Auckland, PAA survey flight to San Francisco, air to New York, PAA or Imperial Airways to Southampton, Imperial 

Airways/Qantas to Australia), but sent to the addressee in Australia by ship from Australia (see text). 
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Air Mail from Australia via PAA's South Pacific Service (FAM 19),  

1940-1941 

  Once Pan American Airways had received a third Boeing B314 for the Pacific, American Clipper, a    

regular fortnightly South Pacific service could start. On 12th July 1940 the inaugural flight of Foreign 

Air Mail Contract 19 (FAM 19) left San Francisco for Auckland. Los Angeles was added to the route. 

The first service from Auckland left on 20th July, arriving at San Francisco on 24th July. Connection 

between Sydney and Auckland was by TEAL’s trans-Tasman service which had opened in April 1940. 

First flight covers and postcards from Australia for the South Pacific service were posted in August 1939 

in anticipation of the inaugural flight, sent by ship to New Zealand and were held by the New Zealand 

Post Office2 (Fig. 3). The dates on which they were posted were just before the return leg of the survey 

flight mentioned above, departing Auckland on 2nd September. Possibly the arrival in Auckland of the 

Boeing B314 operating the survey flight in August 1939 led to the preparation of mail by aerophilatelists 

such as E A Crome and Nelson.  

  

 

 

 The Australian Post Office’s Air Mail Notice of 16th July 19403 gives details of postage rates for mail via 

the South Pacific service as follows: USA, 4s 0d for the first half ounce, 3s 11d for each additional half 

ounce (Fig. 4); Canada, 3s 11d for each half ounce (Fig. 5); United Kingdom, 5s 10d for each half ounce 

(air throughout) and 3s 11d for each half ounce (air to eastern coast of Canada, onward transmission by 

sea). As with mail via the North Pacific service (FAM 14), mail continuing by air from New York was 

sent via PAA’s trans-Atlantic service to Lisbon (FAM 18) and then by BOAC/KLM to England.  

Fig. 3.  Postcard posted at Adelaide on 23rd August 1939 and held until July 1940 for despatch on PAA first 

flight from Auckland to San Francisco.  Cancelled at Auckland on 19th July 1940 and backstamped at San 

Francisco on 24th July. Franked 1s. 10d.  Rather than the correct rate of 2s. 0d. For a postcard, a rate 

which would not have been anticipated in August 1939. 
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Australian mail for the South Pacific service, posted in New South Wales and censored in Sydney    

usually bears the cachet California Clipper in red, black or violet (Fig. 6). The most interesting covers at 

the 5s 10d rate are multiple rate covers such as the sixfold rate cover shown in Fig. 7. Relatively little 

mail was carried at the 3s 11d rate (Fig. 8) as it was over twice the cost of mail sent westward via the 

Fig. 4.  21st May 1941.  Fivefold rate cover from Melbourne to the United States via PAA Auckland-

San Francisco service.  Rate: 19s. 8d. Fir a cover weighing between 2 and 2½ ounces (4s. 0d. The 

first half ounce, 3s. 11d. X 4 for subsequent half ounces).  Censored at Melbourne. 

Fig. 5.  1st April 1941.  Cover from Sydney to Canada via PAA Auckland-San Francisco  service.  Rate: 3s. 11d. Per half 

ounce.  Censored at Sydney where the very faint purple ‘California Clipper’ cachet was applied. 
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Horseshoe Route with only a moderate saving of time (about 30 days compared with 40 to 50 days via 

the Horseshoe Route). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  23rd August 1941.  Cover from Adelaide to Scotland, flown trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic.  Rate: 5s. 10d. 

Per half ounce.  It bears the cachet ‘PRIVILEGED MAIL, GOVERNOR OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA’ and so was not 

opened by the Adelaide censor who applied the boxed A6 mark 
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The rates to USA, Canada and United Kingdom continued until the end of the South Pacific service in 

December 1941. However, rates to other European countries (Portugal, Spain and Switzerland) present 

a more confusing picture. The Air Mail Notice of 16th July 19403 gives rates for Portugal (5s 10d for the 

first half ounce, 5s 9d for each additional half ounce) and Spain (5s 11d for the first half ounce, 5s 10d 

Fig. 7.  29th July 1941.  Six-fold rate cover from Sydney to England, flown trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic.           

Rate: £1 15s. 0d. For a cover weighing between 2½ and 3 ounces (5s. 10d. Per half ounce x6). Censored at Sydney 

where the black ‘California Clipper’ cachet was applied. 

Fig. 8.  6th May 1941.  Cover from Melbourne to England, flown to eastern coast of Canada with onward  trans-

mission by sea.  Rate: 3s. 11d. Per half ounce.  Censored at Melbourne. 
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for each additional half ounce); no mention is made of Switzerland. The Table of Air Mail Charges, Interna-

tional Services, issued in February 19414 gives rates for air as far as Lisbon for Portugal, Spain and Switzer-

land as 5s 8d for the first half ounce and 5s 7d for each additional half ounce. In the table, for all three 

countries, these rates are written in manuscript next to the crossed out printed figures of 6s 0d for the 

first half ounce and 5s 11d for each additional half ounce. (The entry for Portugal is shown in Fig. 9). It 

has been suggested that 6s 0d (5s 11d) was the initial rate and that it was later reduced to 5s 8d (5s 7d)5.  

 

I think this is unlikely, my reasoning being as follows. The Table of Air Mail Charges, dated 1st April 19416 

gives the rate to Portugal, Spain and Switzerland as being 6s 0d for the first half ounce and 5s 11d for 

each additional  half ounce, but there are no manuscript alterations. What evidence is there from     

frankings on flown covers? Covers to Switzerland are much more plentiful than those to Portugal or 

Spain and most of those surviving are ones from the Australian Red Cross Society which contained  

letters to prisoners of war or several Red Cross messages, addressed to the International Red Cross 

Headquarters at Geneva. Almost all this mail is franked at the 5s 8d (5s 7d) rate throughout the period 

July 1940 to November 1941 (Fig. 10). An exception is the fourfold rate cover posted in November 

1941 franked £1 3s 9d (Fig. 11) which is franked at the 6s 0d (5s 11d) rate (6s 0d+ 5s 11d + 5s 11d +  

5s 11d). I have seen one other cover to Switzerland similarly franked, also posted in November 1941; 

also a cover to Portugal posted on 20th October 1941, franked 6s 0d. As almost all mail to Switzerland 

between July 1940 and November 1941 is franked at the 5s 8d (5s 7d) rate, I would therefore suggest 

that the manuscript alterations to the February 1941 Table of Air Mail Charges were made  when the table 

was issued and that the April 1941 Table of Air Mail Charges was issued, unaltered, in error; however, 

some postal clerks must have followed its instructions. To confuse the picture further, wrongly franked 

covers exist. I have seen several covers to Switzerland franked 5s 9d, all with 5s 0d robes and 9d        

platypus stamps; possibly they were over-franked by 1d because other stamps were unavailable to the 

sender. 

The 5s 8d cover shown in Fig. 10 contained a letter to a prisoner of war. In late 1941 a post office 

memo (my partial copy lacks a date) was issued giving a concession rate of 3s 0d per half ounce for such 

letters to POWs, flown via USA and Lisbon (Fig. 12). As this rate existed for a very short time, covers 

are relatively scarce. 

All the Australian Post Office tables and notices mentioned above also give the rate of 4s 0d for the first 

half ounce and 3s 11d for each additional  half ounce for mail to Portugal, Spain and Switzerland, by air 

to the east coast of America, thence by surface. I have seen no covers to these countries at this rate; as 

with the 3s 11d rate to United Kingdom, little time would be saved over the cheaper Horseshoe Route. 

The South Pacific service was also used for mail addressed to Central and South America. The rate for 

carriage by air as far as USA was 4s 0d for the first half ounce and 3s 11d for each additional half ounce 

(Fig. 13). If the sender wanted continued carriage by air to the destination country the rates increased 

with greater distance from USA, with the most expensive rate being for Brazil, Argentina, Chile,       

Paraguay and Uruguay at 7s 1d for the first half ounce and 7s 0d for each additional half ounce.4 An  

Fig. 9.  Extract from Table of Air Mail Charges, International Services, February 1941, with erroneous rates altered in 

manuscript. The 1st column is the postcard rate, the 2nd the rate for the first half ounce and the 3rd the rate for each 

additional half ounce 
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additional service was also available, by ship to the west coast of USA and then by air, in the case of the 

more distant countries listed above at the rate of 3s 4d for the first half ounce and 3s 3d for each       

additional half ounce.  

Fig. 10.  5th August 1941.  Cover from Melbourne containing a letter to a prisoner of war, care of the International 

Red Cross Committee, Geneva.  Rate: 5s. 8d. Per half ounce.  Censored in Melbourne. 

Fig. 11.  22nd. November 1941.  Four-fold rated cover from Brisbane containing Red Cross messages, to the          

International Red Cross Committee at Geneva.  Censored in Brisbane.  Franked £1 3s. 9d. (6s. 0d. + 5s. 11d. + 5s. 

11d + 5s. 11d.) rather than £1 2s. 5d. (5s. 8d. + 5s. 7d. + 5s. 7d. + 5s. 7d.).  Backstamped at Lisbon on 8th January 

1942, the date of arrival of a flight from New York (which had departed on 6th January).  The long time in transit 

suggests it might have missed the last PAA Auckland-San Francisco service, departing on 24th November and arriv-

ing on 1st December, and crossed the Pacific Ocean by ship. 
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Fig. 12.  1st November 1941.  Cover from Melbourne containing a letter to a prisoner of war, care of the                

International Red Cross Committee at Geneva.  Rate: 3s. 0d. Per half ounce (concessionary rate).                                   

Censored in Melbourne. 

Fig. 13.  22nd. February 1941.  Cover from Brisbane to Argentina, flown to the United States with onward         

transmission by sea.   Rate: 4s. 0d. Per half ounce.  Censored at Brisbane. 
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Incoming Air Mail via PAA's South Pacific Service (FAM 19), 1940-1941 

According to Walker's Air Mails of New Zealand, Volume 2 mail from the United Kingdom to Australia 

and New Zealand was accepted for carriage over PAA's trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific services from 

3rd July 1940 at the rate of 4s 6d per half ounce7. However, no covers posted in July 1940 appear to 

exist. Airmail dealer Francis Field in The Aero Field asked "Why have not the authorities taken advantage of the 

Pan American services for mails addressed to Hong Kong, Malaya and Australasia?" and went  on to report that 

"With the object of demonstrating the American route we despatched a few covers on June 24th via the trans-Atlantic  

service to San Francisco with instructions to our agent to re-frank and re-address to New Zealand by the first flight, but 

unfortunately the USA authorities have ruled that no re-franking is now permissible, the object being to prevent such   

uncommercial items as 'round the world' covers"8 One of these Francis Field covers is shown in Fig. 14. Robert 

Clark, when researching in the Royal Mail Archive, found a memo from Bell of the GPO Postal Services 

Department to Chadwick of the Dominions Office dated 3rd July. It states: "In view of the suspension of the 

direct Empire air services we have already arranged to accept correspondence for New Zealand and Australia for       

transmission by the North Atlantic and Transpacific air services. The air postage rate for letters intended to be sent by this 

route is 4s. 6d. per half ounce.''9 This explains the date of 3rd July in Walker's book. However, as Francis 

Field and others did not know about this, it suggests that the public were not informed until 7th August 

when the service was listed in the notice Air Mail Services General Information issued with the Post Office 

Circular of 7th August 194010. The earliest cover recorded to date at the 4s 6d rate is illustrated in Part 1 

of this article in the August 2016 issue of Air Mail News (page 28, Fig. 13); it appears in Part 1 because 

Fig. 14.  Cover prepared by Francis Field, posted at Sutton Coldfield to his agent in San Francisco for re-

franking and forwarding on PAA’s first service  to Auckland.  The US Post Office, however, ruled that re-

franking was not allowed (see text) 
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although it was intended for the South Pacific Service it was diverted to the North Pacific Service. It was 

posted in London on 6th August & is super-scribed "Via North Atlantic and Trans-Pacific Air Services" as 

instructed in the air mail information issued with the Post Office Circular of 7th August 1940. Possibly the 

sender or a post office clerk had seen this document on the day before it was officially issued.  

The 4s 6d rate cover shown in Fig. 15 is interesting in that it would have been flown on the southern 

trans-Atlantic route from Lisbon to New York via Bolama, Belem, Trinidad and San Juan, Puerto 

Rico11. The Post Office Circular of 7 August 194010 also states that mail from the United Kingdom to  

Australia  could also be sent by ship to USA and then by air across USA and the Pacific at the rate of   

3s 0d per half ounce. Mail was to be superscribed "Via New York". Very little mail was sent at this rate 

as little time was saved compared with the Horseshoe Route at half the cost. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral countries in Europe which dispatched mail to Australia via the trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific 

route were Switzerland, Ireland, Portugal and possibly Spain. Mail from Switzerland was accepted from 

August 1940 (Fig. 16). How the mail was transported from Switzerland to Lisbon for dispatch on the 

PAA service to New York is described by Boyle12 and by Startup and LaBlonde13.  A cover from Ireland 

(at the rate of 4s 10d) to New Zealand is illustrated in the Phoenix auction catalogue of 7th June 201314; 

presumably similar mail exists which is addressed to Australia. In the same catalogue a cover from     

Portugal to Australia is illustrated. Mail from Spain to Australia probably exists, but I have not seen any 

examples. It appears that very little or possibly no mail was dispatched from Sweden to Australia via the 

trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific route. Boyle12 lists a service via BOAC from Stockholm to Scotland, 

KLM/BOAC from England to Lisbon, PAA to New York. US domestic airline to San Francisco, PAA 

North Pacific service to Manila, ship to Singapore and BOAC/Qantas to Australia, being available from 

10th May 1940 to 1st March 1941. (It is unclear why the PAA South Pacific service is not mentioned as 

it was available from June 1940). However, the BOAC air service between Sweden and Scotland during  

Fig. 15.  Cover from Thurso, Scotland to Adelaide, flown trans-Atlantic (by the southern route) 

and trans-Pacific.  Rate: 4s. 6d. Per half ounce.  British censor seal and Adelaide “V” in circle 

(applied to incoming mail which had not been opened). 
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this time was infrequent and often interrupted and even when regular BOAC flights (under the military 

code name Scrutator) began in February 1941, it is probable that no civilian mail was carried15. The 

Phoenix auction mentioned above lists a lot which includes a cover to Australia posted in Sweden on 

19th February 1941 with the endorsement "By air over the Atlantic, through USA and over the Pacific";  

whether it was flown over the desired route is uncertain.  

Fig. 16.  20th January 1941.  Cover from Basel, Switzerland to Sydney, flown trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific.       

Rate: 3Fr.70 for a letter weighing between 5 and 10 grammes (postage 30c. For up to 20 grammes, airmail fee 

1Fr.70 per 5 grammes x2).  Censored at Sydney. 

Fig. 17.  14th November 1941. 

Registered cover from       

Brisbane to the United States 

via PAA Auckland-San        

Francisco service.  Censored 

at Brisbane. The Honolulu 

back-stamp 28th November      

confirms its carriage on the 

last PAA service from       

Auckland, departing on 24th 

November and arriving at 

Honolulu on the 27th.  

Rate: 4s. 3d. (4s. 0d. per     

half ounce air mail postage     

+      3d. registration). 
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Mail from USA to Australia via the South Pacific service was sent at the rate 70c per half ounce, the 

same rate as via the FAM 14 North Pacific service. Mail from Canada was charged 90c per half ounce, 

again the same as via the North Pacific service. 

  Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on 7th December 1941 and the entry of USA into the 

war, PAA's trans-Pacific services were suspended. The last PAA service from Auckland departed on 24 

November and arrived at San Francisco on 1 December. The cover to USA shown in Fig. 17 was     

carried on this last flight. Mail from Australia which missed the last flight was forwarded either by the 

Horseshoe Route or by surface. However, following the outbreak of war with Japan on 8 December, 

the Japanese advance in south-east Asia necessitated alterations to the Horseshoe Route and its closure 

in February 1942. Mail destined for Australia from the United Kingdom and the neutral European      

countries which was in transit at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbour was forwarded by ship from 

the USA  (Fig. 18), unlike mail destined for south-east Asia via the North Pacific service which was   

returned to the sender, marked "Returned to Sender, Service Suspended." Mail from the United Kingdom  

continued to be posted after 7th December as the announcement of the trans-Pacific service's            

suspension was not made until 18th December; such mail did not leave the country and was returned to 

the sender, usually marked "Trans Pacific Service Suspended" (Fig. 19). 

 

Fig, 18.  4th December 1941.  Cover from Wohlen, Aargau, Switzerland to Sydney, intended for carriage by air 

trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific.  It should have caught the PAA service departing Lisbon on 8th December, arriving 

in New York the next day.  On 7th December, however, the United States entered the war.  It would have been 

flown to the west coast of the USA and would then have been forwarded by ship.  Rate: 5Fr50 for a letter      

weighing between 10 and 15 grammes (postage 30c. for up to 20 grammes, air fee 1Fr.70 per 5 grammes x3). 

Censored in the United States (circular cachet at left and brown tape) and at Sydney. 
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_________________________________________ 

 

Typically British Weather ! 

John C Symons 

 

   The inaugural Railway Air Services flights scheduled for 20th August 1934 were anything but          
satisfactory; that between Glasgow and London, and between Birmingham and Cowes on the 
Isle of Wight were badly disrupted. Only the service from Liverpool to Plymouth and return 
completed its planned schedule. On the Cardiff to Bristol service, mail was carried in both  
directions on the morning flight, but the afternoon flight was cancelled. On the Belfast to 
Manchester via Douglas, Isle of Man service mail was carried on the easterly flight only. The 
two main secondary sources, H Stanley Redgrove makes no mention of the reasons for the 
disruption. N C Baldwin on the other hand states the disruption was due to a gale that raged 
that day. P Newberry also makes mention of the delays due to atrocious weather, as does         
J Stroud, but no one is any more specific than N C Baldwin. 

A more precise explanation can be gleaned from the archives of the Meteorological Office 
located in Exeter, which contain daily weather reports from the nineteenth century onwards. 
An examination bears out what Baldwin published. The daily summary report at 12:00hrs 
GMT for 20th August 1934 forecasts: 

GENERAL INFERENCE 

A deep depression off Northern Ireland is moving quickly northeast. 
Clearing weather will spread quickly eastward, but there will be general rain at 
first in Scotland. There will be a gale today in the Irish Sea, and strong winds 
over a large area, soon subsiding in the South. 

FURTHER OUTLOOK. 

Unsettled, but perhaps fair over tomorrow in the Southeast. 

(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/learning/library/archive/collections) 

This report certainly would seem sufficient to cause the disruption to the inaugural flights 
that day, with the weather chart indicating winds of force seven on the Beaufort scale from the 
west sweeping across the Midlands (Figure 2). Further substantial evidence has come to light 
confirming the curtailment of flights that day. A recent acquisition of copy letters, (Fig. 1), the 
originals addressed to the prominent dealer John Davis of Liverpool originating at a number of 
post offices involved in the flights confirms what Redgrove wrote. 
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Plymouth to Liverpool. 

Redgrave tells us “The Liverpool–Plymouth service was successfully operated in both 
directions…”. The Head Postmaster at Plymouth in his reply dated 27th August is much less 
forthcoming: 

In reply to your letter of the 5th inst., the letters referred to would 
have been despatched by the first inland Air Mail from Plymouth on the 
afternoon of Monday 20th inst., I am not in a position to say whether in 
every case the letters would have been carried by Air Mail throughout. 

 

Fig. 1.  Letter to the British air mail specialist/dealer John S. Davis. 
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The Postmaster at Cardiff on the other hand is unequivocal in his understanding of 
this first flight: 

With reference to your communication of the 5th instant: 
concerning Air Mail correspondence addressed to you from Cardiff 
by the first Air Mail, I have to inform you that the letters to which you 
refer travelled by air over the whole of the journey from Cardiff to 
Liverpool on the day of inauguration of this Service, i.e. 20th August. 

London to Glasgow 

   To quote Redgrove again regarding the London to Glasgow flight, he writes: “At Croydon 
the old G.W.R. “Westland Wessex” plane, was called into service, and flown … … as far as 
Birmingham. Mail for points north of Birmingham was sent on by surface transport, except 
mail for Liverpool, which was transferred to the machine from Plymouth and flown to 
destination.” 

   The London Postal Service, E.C. Section copy letter dated 29th August substantiates 
Redgrove’s words: 

       With reference to your letter of 25th August, concerning 
the treatment of correspondence posted for transmission by the first 

flight of the new Inland Air Mail service. I have to inform you that 
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owing to dislocation of the service on 20th August due to bad 
weather it was possible to forward the correspondence posted in 

London only as far as Birmingham, and the                                                                            
mail for places beyond had to be transmitted onward from 

Birmingham by surface transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Much of the same can be found in the copy letter from the Postmaster Surveyor’s Office in 
Glasgow regarding the flight south to London. Redgrove writes: “A call was duly made at 
Belfast , but when Manchester was reached, the journey further south was abandoned and mail 
for points south was sent on by rail.” 

The Postmaster–Surveyor in Glasgow in his letter to Davis dated 30th August 1934 
confirmed what Redgrove wrote: 

In reply your letter of the 25th, instant, I have to state that 
the mails for Belfast and Manchester only were carried to their res-
pective destinations by aeroplane. Owing to adverse weather  condi-
tions the aeroplane which conveyed the mails was unable to proceed 
beyond Manchester,and the mails for the remaining towns 
mentioned in your letter were forwarded by surface transport from 
this point. 

Cowes to Birmingham 

The one remaining route was that from Cowes on the Isle of Wight to Birmingham, this 
flight again felt the full impact of the storm, and was forced to terminate at Bristol (Redgrove). 

Figure 2. 
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The letter sent by the Southampton postmaster to Davis makes no mention of the 
abandonment at Bristol, but does confirm what happened to the mail: 

   With reference to your communication of the 25th August, I have to  

   inform you that in consequence of the abandonment of the Inland Air  
  Mail flight from Southampton on 20th August, all correspondence    
 specially marked was forwarded  by the actual first Air Mail which was   
 despatched on the 21st August, to the towns you mention. 

In a slightly different context, but confirming that contained in the literature, and no less 
apposite to these inaugural flights is the following dated 30th August from the Postmaster–
Surveyor’s Office in Manchester: 

In reply to your letter of the 25th. instant, I have to inform you 
that, owing to adverse weather conditions which prevented airplane 
flights being made from the Manchester Aerodrome on the 20th. 
instant the letters posted by you for inclusion in air mails on that date 
were forwarded to their destination in ordinary mails in order to avoid 
delay. In the case of the correspondence addressed to Kirkwall, 
however, ordinary transmission involves conveyance by air between 
Inverness and Kirkwall and your  letters addressed to Kirkwall would 
accordingly be forwarded by air on that section of the journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Davis had obviously produced covers for carriage onward to Kirkwall in the Orkney Islands   
(Figure 3), and most probably from more than one of the places of departure. Another copy 
letter from the Postmaster at Newton Abbott dated 28th August would suggest covers were 
sent from Teignmouth, and given the Manchester letter from at least London and Birmingham. 

Fig. 3.  “First Flight” Cover for the Inverness-Kirkwall service. 
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These would all have transited via Glasgow from where the mail destined for Kirkwall would 
have been forwarded by rail to Inverness, and then by Highland Airways’ service to Kirkwall. 

Figure 1 is an example of one of the copy letters that forms part of this small archive which 
proved invaluable in confirming the difficulties faced by the services that commenced for the 
first time on 20th August. This letter sent to John Davis of Liverpool relates to the Birmingham 
to Cowes flight which terminated at Bristol, and confirms the aircraft returned to Birmingham, 
carrying mail that was posted in Bristol. The mail that should have been sent from Cowes and 
Southampton was held over at their source till the following day. Note Davis’s comments, that 
relating to Birmingham implies the aircraft carried mail for destinations beyond Birmingham, 
these would probably been forwarded by rail, as was the case with that to Southampton and 
Cowes, although the  latter would have included the ferry crossing over the Solent, to which the 
text of the  second note refers.. 

It is always a pleasure to view and report on the content of source documents, proving 
what others have written not from the original but from secondary sources is actually correct. 
As illustrated by the quotations above there is a distinct lack of information regarding the   
weather conditions prevailing on 20th August 1934, but the meteorological data leaves little 
doubt as to the presence of low pressure at the time of the flight, sweeping as it did up the 
Irish Sea. And then the copy letters, although carbon copies of those sent to John Davis they 
were uniquely contemporary with the original, and have to be considered primary sources. 
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_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

CURRENT MAGAZINE REFERENCES 

Many readers have written saying how useful they find this section in which we aim to provide a comprehensive listing of major articles 

published recently in the aerophilatelic press. If you regularly read magazines or journals which contain philatelic articles (especially those 

that appear in Study Circle magazines) that have not been listed in Air Mail News, and which you think might be of interest t o other 

members, please send details such that we may include them for the greater benefit of all. 

The Airpost Journal [the American Air Mail Society] 

David S. Ball  “Lindbergh Flies the Airmail: 1926-1931” Vol. 87, No. 1 (January 2016), pp. 12-19. 

John C. Symons.  “Imperial Airways First Trans-North Atlantic Airmail Flight: Some More Information” 

       Vol. 87, No.1 (January 2016), pp. 24-27. 

Robert P. Oldenweller (guest Editorial)  “Aerophilatelic Exhibiting”  Vol. 87, No. 2 (February 2016), pp. 50-54. 

Bob Wilcsek and John Wilson.  

                                       “Little German Airmail Censored at Bermuda”, Vol. 87, No. 2 (Feb. 2016), pp. 56-60. 
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John Wilson,         “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.  

                                 Pt. 5: Censorship and the San Juan Agreement.” Vol. 87, No. 2 (February 2016), pp. 68-75. 

William Kriebel.                                “Condor: the First Air Mails”   Vol. 87, No. 3 (March 2016), pp. 96-101. 

John Wilson.                      “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways. 

                                               Part 6: the Pan Am Route Structure”  Vol. 87, No. 3 (March 2016), pp. 102-109. 

Chris Hargreaves (Canadian Air Mail Notes)  

                             “1924 – Canada’s First Regular Air Mail Service”, Vol. 87, No.3 (March 2016), pp. 112-121. 

Dan Gribbin.             “FFCs from Cape Verde: Air France 4R, 1934” Vol. 87, No. 4 (April 2016), pp. 136-141. 

Zeb Vance.           “1946 Flying Mail Car Experimental Flight: Return to the East Coast”,                            

                                                                                                      Vol. 87, No. 4 (April 2016), pp. 142-146. 

John Wilson.    “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.  Part 7: the December 1941 Transition 

                                              from LATI to Pan American Airways”, Vol. 87, No. 4 (April 2016), pp. 156-163. 

Richard Saundry.                  “Would Juan Trippe Have Been Furious When He Received this Cover?”   

                                                                                                   Vol. 87, No. 4 (April 2016), pp. 164-167. 

Richard Saundry.         “From Romania to Switzerland by Air in 1944”, Vol. 87, No. 5 (May 2016), pp. 185-191. 

Bob Wilczek and John Wilson.                  “Egypt to France in 1942 via Pan Am’s Double Atlantic Route.”  

                                                                                                        Vol. 87, No. 5 (May 2016), pp. 192-194. 

John Wilson.              “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.  

                                 Part 8: January to May 1942, Pan Am Route 5”,  Vol. 87, No. 5 (May 2016), pp. 200-206. 

Tom Reyman.                                         “Canada to Germany in 1933”  Vol. 87, No. 6 (June 2016), page 241. 

Larry Nelson.       “An Unusual Airmail Cover to the Warsaw Ghetto”  Vol. 87, No. 6 (June 2016), pp. 247-250. 

Chris Hargreaves (Canadian Air Mail Notes)  

               “Botwood, Newfoundland – 1939 and Pan Amereican Airways”, Vol. 87, No. 6 (June 2016), pp. 251-260. 

Henning J. Mathiasen.  “Longer, Higher, Faster; Success, Problems and Disaster:   

                         When Stories Outshine Routes and Rates in Aerophilately”, Vol. 87, No. 7 (July 2016), pp. 272-278. 

John Wilson.                 “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.   

               Part 9: the Mail, January to May, 1942. Pan American Route 5”  Vol. 87, No. 7 (July 2016), pp. 279-290. 

Richard Saundry.            “A First Flight Cover by LOT: (It’s Not Quite What it Seems!”  

                                                                                                            Vol. 87, No. 7 (July 2016), pp. 291-296. 

William Kriebel.                                 “VARIG: the First air Mails”, Vol. 87, No. 8 (August 2016), pp. 313-319. 

John Wilson.  “The ‘LATI Substitute’ Service of Pan American Airways.  

     Part 10: Intercepted Mail, January to May 1942.  Pan American Route 5”  Vol.87, No. 8 (August 2016), pp. 320-326” 

Tom Reyman.                                   “First Flights of the China Clipper”  Vol. 87, No. 8 (August 2016), pp. 327-328. 

Larry Weirather.              “The 1941/1942 Unplanned ‘Round-the-World Trip’, or ‘Escape Trip’ of the Pacific Clipper.” 

                                                                                                             Vol. 87, No. 8 (August 2016), pp. 338-342. 
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Steve Swain.  “Autographed Earl Ovington Covers: Airmail Postal History?”   

                                                                                                 Vol. 87, No. 9 (September 2016), pp. 360-364. 

David S. Ball.      “The 1932 Washington Bicentennial Flight”  Vol. 87, No. 9 (September 2016), pp. 365-366. 

Chris Hargreaves (Canadian Air Mail Notes)            “The St. Lawrence Air Mail Service 1927-1939”  

                                                                                                  Vol. 87, No. 9 (September 2016), pp. 376-386. 

Richard Saundry.                     “More on LOT First Flight Covers”  Vol. 87, No. 9 (September 2016), pp. 387-388. 

 

The Australian Aerophilatelist. [Quarterly Bulletin of the Australian Airmail Society] 

John Sadler.                                        “Supplementing our Air Mail History”  No. 107 (April-June 2015) pp. 3-10. 

Geoff Kellow.                                       “Australia’s First Airmail Stamp”  No. 107 (April-June 2015), pp. 20-29. 

Ross Wood.        “QEA (Qantas Empire Airways) Delivery of the Catalina’s”  No. 107 (April-June 2015), pp. 29-32. 

Ross Wood.  “Bert Hinkler 1928 Abandoned Stamp and details of the epic flight from England to Australia” 

                                                                                                       No. 109 (October 2015-June 2016), pp. 3-6 

Bob Robertson.  “New England Airways. Brisbane-Sydney-Brisbane. Variations of 1932 Flights to the AAMC” 

                                                                                                      No. 109 (October 2015-June 2016), pp. 7-17. 

Gems from the  Auction of Tom Frommer Grand Prix Pioneer Australian Airmails, 11September 2016. 

                                                                                                 No. 109 (October 2105—June 2016), pp. 17-21. 

 

Bulletin d’Information. [Cercle Aérophilatélique Français, the French Aerophilaletic Circle] 

Fiorenzo Longhi and Rinaldo d’Ami.  “L’Aviation Française en Italie pendant la Première Guerre Mondiale” 

                                                                                                                  No. 70, (September 2016), pp. 3-23. 

Jean-Claude Vasseur                                “Francesco de Pinedo : Mauvais sort” No. 70 (September 2016), pp. 28-31. 

 

De aero-Philatelist.  [De Vliegende Hollander, the ‘Flying Dutchman’] 

Henk Haverkort.                                                                “Een terugblik na 50 jaar….”  (2016, No.2), pp. 34-39. 

Jacques Bot.                                    “Groningen (Eelde) in het Binnenlands Luchtnet (1931)”  (2016, No. 2) pp. 40-44 

Rob Westhuis.                                                                                “De winter van 1954”  (20i6, No. 2), pp. 44-45. 

 

 

Copies of these articles may be obtained from the BAMS Library following application to the BAMS Librarian, 

Barbara Priddy, 37 Dora Road, Wimbledon Park, London SW19 7EZ (0208 946 6224  bmkpriddy@hotmail.com ) 
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THE BRITISH AIR MAIL SOCIETY 
 REGIONAL GROUP ORGANISERS 

 

The London & Home Counties Regional Group 
Peter Lister, 97 Albany Park Avenue, Enfield Highway, Middlesex EN3 5NX  

0208 292 8206.  p.a.lister@btinternet.com 
 

The Midlands Regional Group 
Laurence Kimpton, 20 Greytree Crescent, Dorridge, Solihull B93 8SL 

01564 771851.  l.j.kimpton@macunlimited.net 
 

The North West Regional Group 
Dr. Duncan Crewe, 37 Fallowfield Road, Liverpool L15 5BN 

0151 733 1291.  dunccrew@aim.com 
 

The Scottish (“North of the Border”) Regional Group 
Dr. Robert Clark, 119 Grampian Road, Stirling FK7 9JN 

01786 478712.  rgc119@hotmail.com 
 

The Wessex Regional Group 
Peter Wingent, Flat 4, Twyford Court, Northlands Drive, Winchester SO23 7AL 

01962 851780.  pwingent@googlemail.com 
 

The South Coast Regional Group 
Josh Spoor, 90 Southwick Street, Southwick, Brighton BN42 4TJ 

01273 592214.  joshspoor@tiscali.co.uk 
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BAMS	Auction	No.11
Closing	Date	for	Bids	Friday	27th	January	2017

Please	send	your	bids	to
P.Lister

97	Albany	Park	Avenue
Enfield	Highway

EN3	5NX
E	mail:		p.a.lister@btinternet.com

Lot Description Reserve
GREAT	BRITAIN

1 22.5.1933	Birmingham	-	Cardiff	-	Plymouth	3d	green	label	B.Ham	cachet 11.00

2 25	Nov	1953	BEA	Airway	Letter	Waterloo	Air	Term	to	Belfast	8d	stamp,	1	Sep	54	
Increase	rate	to	9d	Waterloo	A.Term	-	Glasgow	

5.00

3 26	Nov	1953	Birmingham	-	London	set	3	lables	 6.00
4 1971-1979	Illustrated	commemorative	Air	letters	(7)	all	with	First	Day	Cancels 5.00
5 Unused	6d	Air	Letter	form,	Shakespear	Festival,	mauve,	scene	on	reverse 4.00
6 Unused	6d	Air	Letter	form	O/P	cancelled,	Shakespear	Festival,	green,	tales	on	reverse 4.00
7 Unused	9d	Air	Letter	form	,	depicting	Castle	on	reverse 4.00
8 Unused	6d	Air	Letter	form,	depicting	Xmas	stars	on	reverse 4.00
9 Unused	6d	Air	Letter	form,	depicting	Xmas	scene	wise	men	&	crib	 4.00
10 Unused	blank	APSLEY	air	letter	forms	(eleven	items) 12.00
11 Unused	1½d	light	brown	KG	VI	Forces	air	letter	forms	(2) 6.00

12
25.6.1937	Poscard	franked	1d	to	Johannesberg,	typed	1st	1d	air	mail	S.Africa	but	
actually	flown	on	last	surcharged	AS460	(Reputed	2	covers	known)	additional	1d	
coronation	on	arrival

20.00

13 13.1.1939	to	Portuguese	West	Africa	franked	1/6d	b/s	Mossamedes	30/9	with	
enclosed	note	by	F.J.Field

15.00

14
22.6.1939	Salford	-	Canada	(Montreal	3/7	First	return	flight	US	FAM18	(north)	1-6d	
Reg	(2xsg426a,	block	4	sg	461)	John	Smith	cover	with	official	"Yankee	Clipper"	
cachetin	black

6.00

15 5.9.1939	to	Bulawayo	franked	2/6d	seahorse	b/s	Raylton	S.Rhodesia	18.9.39 20.00
16 5.9.1939	Cover	to	House	of	Assembly	Cape	Town,	franked	1/3d,	bs	18.9.39	 15.00
17 19.10.1939	to	Atbara	Sudan,	franked	2/6d	seahorse,	b/s	Atbara	25	Oct	39 20.00

18 5.6.1940	cover	franked	1/3d	to	Bulawayo	S.Rhodesia	b/s	18.6.40	and	re	posted	with	2	
x½d	same	date.	Last	BOAC	before	Italy	entering	war

15.00

19 3.4.41	uprated	postcard	to	Bulawayo	S.Rhodesia	endorsed	received	3	Jun	1941	ex	FJF	
(3d	rate	to	forces	inAfrica)

20.00

20 28.4.1943	UK	-	Portugal	Franked	5d	via	KLM	with	censor	tape. 12.00

21
1979	(10/9),	start	of	‘Speke	Spokes’	air	mails,	illustrated	Skyways	cover	for	‘First	Kent-
Liverpool	Airmail	service’,	flown	FH227	G-SKYB	from	Lydd	Airport	+	glossy	b/w	photo	
of	mail	loading

15.00

22

1979	(5/11),	Royal	Mail	envelope,	Cachet:	‘Certified	carried	on	First	Scheduled	Night	
Air	Service	CARDIFF-SPEKE’	No	39	of	50’.	Signed	by	‘Captain	of	Flight’.	Stamp	
cancelled	rectangular	Cardiff	pictorial	mark;	carried	by	London	Air	Taxi	Centre	Ltd.	
Some	discolouration	but	rare.

30.00



23
1980	(4/2),	First	Bournmouth	-	Southamton	-	Bristol	-	Liverpool	by	Express	Air	Services	
Dart	Herald,	plain	FFC	from	Bournmouth	and	Royal	Mail	FFC	from	Southampton	+	
glossy	b/w	photo	of	mail	loading/unloading.	(2)	+	photo.

15.00

24 1980	(9/4),	Opening	of	Exeter	-	Liverpool	‘Spoke’,	FFC	by	Air	Écosse	Bandeirante	G-
POST	+	B/W	photo	G-POST	being	loaded.	

15.00

25

1980	onwards,	Speke	Spokes	souvenirs:	‘Bournmouth	Royal	Mail	Air	Services	
Postcard’,	19	May	1980	with	‘Flown	on....’	cachet;	mint	South	Western	Postal	HQ	
jumbo	PPC	SWPR14,	showing	planes	and	a	helicopter;	North	Western	Postal	Board	
mint	PPC	‘Speke	Spokes	Mail	Operation	Liverpool’,	NWPB	series	7	(c)	and	20.7.82	
commem	cover	with	attractive	‘Speke	Spokes	Postcard	First	Day’	cds.	(4)

12.00

ARGENTINA

26 16.3.1928	Buenos	Aires	-	England	(Mutley	30/5)	'Via	Aerea'	12cts	ps	envelope	75cts	
added	(sg560	565x2)	to	A.H.Davis	a	dealer	,	roughley	opened

12.00

27 16.1.1929	Buenos	Aires	-	Germany	(Berlin	28th)	I.P	68cts	Reg	(sg567/573) 6.00

28 8.7.1930	Buenos	Aires	-	France	redirected	to	Belgium66cts	(sg569)	Aeropostal	
envelope,	Black	circular	320/E	cache

6.00

29 12.11.1932	Buenos	Aires	-	Sweeden	(Paris	22nd/Malmo23rd)	IP	23cts	C	G	Aeropostal	
envelope

6.00

30
25.9.1934	Buenos	Aires	-	England	5p	25cts	(air	5x1psuface	15cts	extra	over	20gms	
10cts)	Long	envelope	'Via	Condor	Label'	Stuttgart	blavck	circular	arrival	cachet	1st	Oct	
on	rear

8.00

31 18.4.1936	Buenos	Aires	-	Denmark	(Kobenhaven	27th)	2p35cts	Reg	by	"Air	France"	air	
sea	service.	Folded

6.00

32 19.7.1936	Buenos	Aires	-	England	1p	15cts	Red	diamond	cachet	on	rear.	100th	
crossing	by	Air	France	of	S.Atlantic,	flown	by	Ville	De	Rio	De	Janeiro.

8.00

33

25.11.1936	Buenos	Aires	-	Germany	(Leipzig	30th)	1p	15cts	Green	via	Condor	
envelope.	Large	purple	bars	top	left,	plus	German	currency	control	instructions.	
Flown	by	Graf	Zeppelin	27th	(Spellman)	mail	dropped	at	Las	Palmers	for	1st	trasit	by	
plane.

24.00

34 24.4.1944	franked	14as	by	BOAC	to	Nairobi	then	SRAS	to		Bulawayo	S.Rhodesia	with	
aden	&	Srhodesia	censor	marks

20.00

35 12.1.1945	registered	cover	franked	5r	to	Bulawayo	b/s	27	.1.45		Aden	censor	label	&	
h/s	by	BOAC	to	Naribi	thence	SRAS

20.00

AFGHANISTAN

36
1944	(27/4),	registered	Afghan	National	Bank,	Kabul,	to	New	York,	3.6.44,	Miami	
transit	JUN	1	1944.	Censor	seal	Indian	P.C.	90	tied	by	octagonal	‘Crown	PASSED	
DHH/4’	=	Peshawar	(!)	3	stamps	on	reverse.	

30.00

37 20.2.17	Watson	flight	post	card	Casterton	to	Melbourne,	Eustis	13	 275.00
38 29.10.	29	F.F.	Streaky	Bay	to	Adelaide	via	Kyancutta	Eustis	145		 225.00
39 19.2.30	F.F.	Camooweal	to	Daly	Waters,	Registered	Eustis	151		 80.00
40 31.3.30	F.F.	Townsville	to	Brisbane,	Registered	Eustis	156		 70.00
41 31.3.30	F.F.	Brisbane	to	Mackay	&	Rockhampton,	Registered	Eustis	156a 70.00
42 20.4.31	F.F.	Darwin	to	Brisbane	Registered	Eustis	189				 55.00
43 28.4.31	F.F.	Melbourne	to	Hobart,	Registered	Pilot	signed,	Eustis	198	 35.00
44 30.4.31	F.F.	Hobart	to	Melbourne	Eustis	197	 10.00
45 24.11.31	F.F.	Brisbane	to	Sydney	Eustis	225																															 30.00

ADEN

AUSTRALIA



46 23.8.33	F.F.	Flinders	Island	to	Melbourne,	Pilot	signed,	Eustis	320	 50.00
47 23.8.33	F.F.	Launceston	to		Melbourne,	Pilot	signed,	Eustis	323		 50.00
48 30.9.33	Aerial	Derby	Mascot,	Pilot	signed,		Eustis	330													 25.00
49 23.2.34	F.F.	Cowell	to	Adelaide,		Eustis	363																															 25.00
50 23.2.34	F.F.	Kimba	to	Cowell,	Registered,	Eustis	363a															 75.00
51 23.2.34	F.F.	Kimba	to	Adelaide															Eustis	363a																	 30.00
52 23.2.34	F.F.	Port	Pirie	to	Whyalla										Eustis	363a 35.00
53 28.9.34	F.F.	Unley	to	Payneham,	Registered,	8	Transfer	Marks	on	rear	face.	Eustis	428 75.00
54 2.10.34	F.F.	Perth	to	Broome	to	Daly	Waters,	Pilot	signed,	Eustis	429a 75.00
55 10.10.34	F.F.	Port	Hedland	to	Perth,Pilot	signed,	Eustis	429		 50.00
56 23.10.34	MacRobertson	Air	Race	Boeing	247-D,	Eustis	434			 20.00
57 23.10.34	Mac	Robertson	Air	Race	Dragon	Rapide	Tainui,	Eustis	438 60.00
58 23.10.34	Mac	Robertson	Air	Race	KLM	DC2,	Eustis	444											 35.00

ANGOLA
59 24.8.1939	Illusrated	envelope	to	O.F.S	South	Africa	1st	return	flight. 4.00

60 1943	(1/6),	Nassau	to	a	lieutenant	in	an	anti-tank	battery	M.E.F.	m/s	‘Route	F.A.M.	
22’	(!);	Bahamas	censor	seal	IG/4804,	Egyptian	censor	hand	stamp;	rate	3/5d.

35.00

61 28.1.1944	registered	to	UK	franked	3/4d,	censor	tape	at	left	and	Registered	Trinidad	
2.2.44	h/s	on	rear.

12.00

62 15.10.1936	cover	franked	3f85	by	I.A	AS388	from	Paris	then	WAS38	from	Khartoum	
b/s	Lagos	20.Oct	36

15.00

63 16.7.1942	Hamilton	to	London	franked	1s9d	,	censor	tape	c/8134 15.00
BOHEMIA	&	MORAVIA

64 2.8.1940	Brno-USA,	ms	2Pan	American	Airwayws	via	Roma-Lissabon"	Boxed	German	
cachet	and	censor	tape

12.00

65 17.5.1941	Pan	Am	to	New	Yrk,	16k	rate,	german	censor,	boxed	violet	red	cachet 10.00

66 11.7.1941	Olmutz	to	New	York,	franked	6k50	m/s	"Clipper"	tri	ling	label	&	German	
censors	and	tape.

12.00

67 9.10.1934	San	Paulo	-	Scotland	(Stuttgart	15th,	belived	last	tim	boxed	machine	arrival	
cachet	used)	Black	circular	Lufthansa	cachet	8400Rs,	folded.

12.00

68
1940	(17/12),	Rio	de	Janeiro	to	Tuchsen,	Germany,	LATI	reduced	rate	Christmas/New	
Year	PPC,	Cusworth	Fig	19	type	GC4,	inscribed	‘Boas	Festas’,	Rate	R	2,500,	OKW	
machine	censor	cancellation.	

90.00

69 22.4.1941	to	UK	via	Panair,	cachet	on	reverse,	censored,	typed	via	Azores	&	Lisbon 6.00

70 24.1.1939	cover	franked	30c	to	S.Africa	b/s	6.7.39	by	PAA	to	Foynes	then	I.A	DE210	to	
S.Africa	(special	cover	black	cachet)

15.00

71
1942	(25/6),	Toronto	to	Murree,	Punjab,	India;	m/s	‘Via	Miami,	Pan	American	
Airways’,	rate	$1.00,	P.C.	90	Indian	censor	seal	tied	octagonal	‘Crown	PASSED	
DHB/16’	of	Karachi.	

25.00

72 1.4.1971	TAP	1st	flight	Montreal	-	Santa	Maria	(Azores) 3.00

73 20.8.1941	Shanghai	to	Scotland	small	registered	cover,	censored	via	Honolulu 30.00

BAHAMAS

BARBADOS

BELGIUM

BERMUDA

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHINA



74 17.9.1946	F/F	Columbia	-	London,	large	blue	cachet	and	attractive	label	(tied)	on	
reverse.

4.00

DUTCH	WEST	INDIES

75 7.11.1939	via	transatlantic	service	red	cachet,	from	Willenstad	Curacao	to	Utrecht	
Holland

15.00

ECUADOOR

76 1942	(6/8),	Quito	to	Tel	Aviv,	Palestine,	m/s	‘written	in	German’,	US	censor	4932	=	
Miami,	Palestine	PC	22	censor	seal,	70/10233,	rate	S6.85.

18.00

77 7.7.1962	Jet	Clipper	DC8	Panagra	Pan	Am	Airways	special	envelope	combination	flight	
Ecuador	to	France	b/s

3.00

78
1945	(24/4),	registered	Cairo	to	New	York,	17.5.45,	transit	Maimi	15.5.45.	Rate	204	
mils		=	overseas	letter	22	mils	+	32	mils	registration	+	2	x	75	mils/5g	air	fee.	US	censor	
seal	Examiner	5924	=	New	York	even	though	entered	via	Miami

15.00

79 1.12.1945	BOAC	Test	Letter	franked	1/3½d	MEF	o/p	b/s	13.12.1945	London	time	clock	
with	enclosure.

40.00

FIJI

80 14.11.1941	Suva	-	Canada	(Vancover	18th)	2-9½d	First	Flight	extension	FAM	19	with	
purple	FF	cachet

12.00

81 8.5.1942	Cover	from	Bathurst	to	Salisbury	S.Rhodesia	frankrd	3/-	No	b/s	Army	censor	
h/s	type	A500	No.	2875

15.00

82 23.8.1939	Munich	-	USA	m/s	"Clipper	Ship/Sailing	August	27/From	Marseilles	
France/Pan	American	Airways"	55pf	"Dixie	Clipper"

8.00

83 15	.3.1944	postcard	to	New	Zealand	franked	40pfg	,	red	circular	Oflag	VII/6	camp	
cachet	m/s	luftpost	Nord	America,	vert	crease

15.00

84 7.4.1944	postcard	to	South	Africa	,	small	crown	censor	in	violet		and	Circular	Oflag	v.a.		
Franked	25	hitler	head	m/s	Via	Lisbon-Khartoum

15.00

85 23.1.1940	registered	cover	to	USA	franked	270	franked	Berlin	Schonberg	typed	Mit	
Flugpost	nach	Noramerika,mit	Flugpost	von	New	York	nach	Washington

25.00

86 January	1943	POW	card	to	New	Zealand	via	Lisbon	&	USA	from	Stalag	VIIIB	Camp	
censor	&	US.

5.00

GOLD	COAST

87 23.12.1941	cover	to	UK	franked	5/6d	Accra	joining	FAM22	at	Lagos	No	b/s	First	Flight	
Regular	Air	Service	Gold	Coast-USA	cachet	censor	h/s	type	GC100	No.5

12.00

88
11.1.1939	From	Budapest	to	passenger	on	ship	due	Massama	Eritrea	18.1.39	Franked	
52f	by	DLH	to	Athens	IA	to	Alexandria,	then	Ala	Littoria	to	Maddawa	"T"	h/s	and	53c	
applied	at	Massama		B/stamps

15.00

89 10.7.1933	Cover	to	Scotland,	F	F	extension	Calcutta	-	Karachi	(11th),	black	boxed	
cachet	franked	10A	6ps

20.00

22.7.1939	franked	3½a	Bombay	to	Mozambique	b/s	31.7.1939 12.00

ERITREA

COLUMBIA

EGYPT

GAMBIA

GERMANY

HUNGARY

INDIA



90
1945	(2/2),	registered	Bombay	to	Philadelphia	16.3.45,	transit	Miami	MAR	16	1945.	
Rate	46½	annas	=	3½	annas	overseas	letter	+	3	annas	registration	fee	+	40	annas/½oz,	
air	fee.	Trace	Indian	censor	handstamp	on	reverse.	

15.00

INDO	CHINA

91 4.12.1934	Cover	to	U.K	franked	45c	Sigon-Marseilles	service,	Extreme-Orient	
Amerique	Du	Sud	Air	France	label	b/s	Paris	18.12

30.00

92
1945	(11/3),	registered	Teheran	to	New	York,	15.4.45.	Transits	Baghdad	(unclear)	and	
Miami	APR	15	1945.	Rate	R	16.00.	US	censor	seal	Examiner	6801	=	New	York	even	
though	routed	through	Miami.

18.00

93

1945	(20/6(?),	Teheran	to	Chicago	,	m/s	‘17	July’,	rate	R28.50.	perforated	etiquette:	
‘BY PAN AMERICAN AIR MAIL/SEKVICE’	(85	x	30mm)	with	rare	‘SEKVICE’	for	‘SERVICE’.	
Part	Baghdad	transit	cds.	Censor	seals:	Iranian	with	‘ANGLO-SOVIET-
PERSIAN censorship	12’	and	equivalent	Cyrillic	text	mark;	US Examiner	30621	=	Miami

45.00

ITALY

94 3.7.1942	stampless	POW	cover	to	camp	33	Shepards	bush	Great	Britain	with	36A	
inspection	cachet,	large	Verificato	label	on	reverse

10.00

95 1943	POW	card	to	Scotland,	Italian	censor	cachets	m/s	Via	Roma-Lisbon	and	GB	civil	
censor	from	Settore	pow	camp,	vertical	crease

15.00

96 16.3.1942	stampless	envelope	to	Lingfield	Sussex	to	POW	camp	7	at	Lingfied.	Italian	
red	cross	cachet,	censor	tapes.

15.00

97 21.5.1942	stampless	airmail	envelope	to	camp35	from	Luzzi,	GB	civil	censor	in	blue,	
Italian	tape	on	rear.	Red	cachet	via	Roma	-	Lisbona

10.00

98 May	1943	Italian	POW	card	to	USA	franked	2l75	m/s	Via	Roma		Lisbona	New	York,	
Italian	censors

15.00

99 1943	(24/3),	registered	Beirut	to	New	York,	Miami	registered	MAY	4	1943,	New	York	
registered		MAY	5	1943.	Free	French	CONTROLE	seal	with	h/stamps,	rate	572	P.

18.00

100 8.9.1939	Tripoli	-	New	York,	Lisbon	17/9	transit 8.00

101

29.4.1940	Small	cover,	Transit	Censorship	to	Portugal	franked	70c	on	fromnt	
greenframed	jusqua	Par	Avion	and	red	ms	O.A.S.H	Hong	Brindisi	and	red	3½grs,	violet	
triangular	Passed	by	censor	4	HONG	KONG	with	b/s	Victoria	Hong	Kong	cds	30.4.1940	
and	Lisbon	13.5.40

50.00

MADAGASCAR

102 Morondara	to	Durban	franked	8f	by	RAF	to	Nairobi	then	by	BOAC	b/s	Taranarine	19	
Nov42	,	EA	APO	88,	2.12.42	h/s	base	censor	No.11/01

12.00

103 1.3.1938	Penang	to	Johannesburg	1st	All	Up	franked	6c+2c	b/s 12.00

104 12.5.1941	Singapore	-	P.I	(Manila	12th)	30cts	PAA	long	envelope	F/F	Extension	of	FAM	
14	Blue	cachet,	purple	censor	triangle

6.00

MOZAMBIQUE
105 12.2.1939	Lourenco	Marques	to	New	York	franked	3E30		no	b/s 12.00

106 20.2.1943	Lourenco	Marques	to	Switzerland	via	Postugal,	censored	in	RSA	and	
Germany

8.00

107 April	1944	Lourenco	Marques	to	Switzerland,	franked	1e75c	small	bi	lingural	censor	
tape	and	german	censor	tape	on	reverse.

30.00

IRAN

LEBANON

LIBYA

MACAO

MALAYA



NETHERLANDS	INDIES	&	ANTILLES

108 25.6.1940	Wilhelmstadt	-	London	s/l	"Via	Trans	Atlantic	Service"	in	red	gB	censor,	
Creased

5.00

109 29.11.1941	Batavia	-	USA	long	envelope	4G	15cts	Censor	seals,	Singapore	H.14	black	
circles,	last	pre	war	FAM	14	departed	30th.

24.00

110 20.7.1941	Medan	-	UK	sent	to	Singapore	by	KLM	to	connect	wih	7th	FAM14	to	San	
Fransico	thence	FAM	18	to	Lisbon	thence	BOAC/KLM	to	London.	Censored

12.00

NEW	ZEALAND

111 1.10.1941	Wellington	-	Fiji	(Suva	13/11)	1/3d	F/F	extension	FAM19	prepared	for	
orignal	October	Flight	but	has	later	red	F/F	cachet	with	"OCT"	removed

12.00

112 28.1.1942		registered	cover	to	Bulawayo	franked	75mils	Reg.Bat	Yam	label,	Palestine	
censor	label	7	h/s,	Egypt	&	Rhodesian	censors,	various	b/s

15.00

113
1943	(15/4),	registered	Tel	Aviv	to	New	York	(24/5),	Maimi	transit	(24/5).	Rate	115	
mils	=	100	mils/½oz	+	15	mils	registration.	PC	22	Palestine	censor	seal,	Opened	by	
Censor	70/10133.	

15.00

114
1944	(2/11),	registered	Tel	Aviv	to	Springfield,	Mass,	24.11.44,	transits	Miami	
19.11.45,	New	York,	23.11.44.	Rate	115	mils	=	100	mils/½oz	+	15	mils	registration.	US	
censor	seal	5391	=	New	York,	even	though	entering	via	Miami.	

18.00

PHILLIPINES

115 31.oct	1940	redirected	cover	to	London	(7	Dec	1940)	franked	3x24c	airmail	+	1c	typed	
"Via	Transpacifico	&	Trans	Atlantic	Clipper"	censor	tape

20.00

116
17.11.1941	Manilla	-	England	1p	12cts	typed	"Via	Clipper	/From	Manilla	to	USA	via	
Sea	Mail	from	USA	to	England"	GB	censor	seal	belived	on	"American	Clipper"	leaving	
on	18th.

16.00

117 1.8.1982	TAP	20th	anniversary	Paris	-	Lisbon 3.00
118 1.8.1982	TAP	20th	anniversary	Lisbon	-	Paris 3.00
119 2.4.1974	TAP	first	flight	London	-	Funchal	(Madeira) 3.00
120 2.4.1974	TAP	first	flight	Funchal	(Madeira)-	London 3.00
121 27.5.1969	TAP	20th	anniversary	Lisbon	-	London 3.00
122 3.8.1970	PAN	AM	747	first	flight	Lisbon	-	New	York	blue	cachet,	b/s 3.00
123 17.7.1941	Censored	letter	fro	Portugal	to	UK	franked	2x	1.75	b/s 4.00
124 1.4.1966	Boeing	747	Inauguralflight	Lisbon	-	Frankfurt,	blue	cachet,	b/s 3.00

SOUTH	AFRICA

125
Undated	cover	from	the	Wireless	Agency	Cape	Town	endorsed"In	Charge	of	Pilot"	
m/s	in	red	pencil	"Safe	Hand"	to	Marconi	Marine	London.	UK	censor	tape	PC90	#2151	
tied	by	Registration	lable	h/s	Admiralty	Whitehall

12.00

126 18.2.1938	Marengo	to	Canada	b/s	11.3.38	Canada	6c	added	for	return	uo	S.A	1st	
flight	cachet

10.00

127 2.3.1939	Picture	Postcard	franked	1½d	Johannesburg	to	UK.	Ppc	of	Joberg	and	
"Atlanta"

10.00

128 13.6.1939		First	All	Up	dispatch	to	Kuwait	after	Iraq	included	in	the	EAMS	scheme	
franked	1½d	b/s	Basra13th,	Kuwait	14th	boxed	h/s	par	avion/jusqu	Basra

15.00

129 6.9.1939	Newcastle	to	UK	franked	1/3d	resumed	airfee	due	to	WWII 10.00

130 22.5.1942	East	London	to	New	York	franked	4/-	SA	censor	tape	by	Sabena	to	
Leopoldville	then	PAA	service,	first	announced	28.2.42

15.00

PALESTINE

PORTUGAL



131 1942	(28/10),	Cape	Town	to	Buenos	Aires,	Argentina,	double	rate	8/-;	South	African	
censor	seal;	Natal,	Brazil,	transit,	20.11.42.

20.00

132 1943	(10/2),	Durban	to	Buenos	Aires,	Argentina,	2.4.43,	single	rate	4/-,	boxed	
AIR MAIL,	censor	seals	S African	and	US	Examiner	14021	=	San	Juan.	

18.00

133 1944	(4/11),	Johnnesburg	to	San	Francisco	USA,	m/s	‘VIA WEST AFRICA’,	USA	censor	
seal	30280	=	Miami,	triple	rate	franking	10/6d	inc.	10/-	stamp.	

18.00

134 19..9.1945	Pietermaritzburg	to	USA	Red	OAT	Type	VI	London	to	USA	no	b/s 12.00
SOUTHERN	RHODESIA

135 30.6.1937	Bulawayo	to	UK	Illustrated	cover	franked	2d	"All	Up"	from	Rhodesia	
inaugurated	29.6.37

12.00

136 23.2.1938	Salisbury	to	Palestine	franked	1½d	"All	Up"	now	extended	to	Regypt	b/s	
Cairo	28th,Jerusalem	2	March

12.00

137 23.5.1939	Umtali	to	Greece	franked	11d	fainf	b/s	29.5.39 10.00

138 4.9.1939	Bulawayo	to	UK	franked	1½d	"All	Up"	suspended	3	Sep	thus	sent	by	surface.	
Rotherham	b/s	2	Oc	39

10.00

139 19.6.1940	Bulawayo	to	New	Zealand	franked	1/3d	flown	Horseshoe	Route	b/s	12	July	
1940

15.00

140 18.8.1941	cover	to	Liverpool,	franked	2Pts,	Par	Avion	/	Via	Lisbon	cachet	British	and	
Spanish	sealing	tapes

10.00

141 1942	(12/6),	Khartoum	to	New	York,	rate	10	Piastres	(1	x	10P),	Green	on	white	seal:	
Opened	by	Examiner	18,	triangular	PASSED CENSOR SUDAN/	4.	

18.00

142 1944	(4/4).	Khartoum	to	New	York,	rate	10	Piastres	(2	x	5P),	P.C.	90	censor	seal	
Opened	by	Examiner	MM/4244.	

18.00

143 1.4.1940	Malmo	-	New	York	Fftransatlantic	service	"By	air	over	the	Atlantic	and	from	
New	York"	cachet	,	franked	85ore

8.00

144 6.12.1945	FF	Stockholm	-	Lisbon	"red	label	-Pilot	A	Dufvander	Plane	Uven	b/s 20.00
SWITZERLAND

145 27.12.1930	Geneve	-	Brasil	(Marseille	27th	-Rio	3.1.31)	via	Aeropostal	1sf	95cts	(1sf	
and	75cts	Airs)

32.00

146 24.4.1943	Zurich	-	UK	intercepted	by	Germans	with	"Wehmacht	Geoffnet	label	tied	by	
red	Berlin	and	then	PC90	OBE	label	in	UK

8.00

147 16.2.1936		franked	50c	Abeche	to	Olte	"Ler	raid	Khartoum,	Abect	e	Ati,	Ft-Lanry,	
kano"	cachet		(21	carried)

15.00

148 18.6.1934	New	York	-	Poland	(Katowice	24th)	45cts	Reg	long	envelope,	Blue	'Dampfer'	
Europa'	Southampton	23.6.1934	and	red	'Luft	Postamt	Berlin	C2'	cachets

16.00

149 8.12.1934	Moffet	Field,	Calif	-	Sommerville	N.J	(12th)	6cts	black	"USS	
Macon/Maneuvers	with	fleet"	-	"Return	to	Moffet	Field/US	Navy"	cachet

8.00

150 25.5.1938	New	York	-	Australia	70ct	Meter		arks	purple	"Clipper	Air	Mail"	cachet	
FAM14	route.	Folded

4.00

151 6.12.1941	to	Cape	Town	franked	75c	FAM	22	blue	cachet	b/s	Leopoldville	12.12.1941 10.00
152 6	Dec	1941	San	Juan	to	Lagos	Nigeria,	FAM	22,	green	cachet,	b/s 5.00

153 3.1.1942	Montgomery	-	Gibraltar,	Royal	Canadian	air	force	crested	cover,	franked	
30c,	censored.	

35.00
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154 20	May	1964	New	York	-	Lisbon	25th	Anniversary	Transatlantic	Air	Mail	Service,	red	
cachet,	b/s

4.00

155 28.4.1963	Pan	Am	first	airmail	flight	New	York	to	Morocco	U.N	stamp	with	UN	
obliteration,	green	cachet,	b/s

5.00

156 20.6.1965	TAP	First	flight	New	York	-	Lisbon 3.00
157 1.5.1946	FAM	27	First	flight	USA	-	Portugal	2x15c	stamps,	red	cachet,	b/s 3.00
158 1.5.1946	FAM	27	First	flight	USA	-	Portugal	1	x	30c	stamp,	red	cachet,	b/s 3.00
159 1.5.1946	FAM	27	special	air	envelope	USA	-	Portugal,	red	cachet,	b/s 3.00
160 16.6.1970	TWA	747	first	flight	New	York	-	Portugal 3.00

161 9.5.1941	F/F	FAM	14	Extension	to	Singapore	(10th)	30cts	PAA	long	envelope,	black	
'Palm	Tree'cachet	faint	purple	triangle	censor	mark

6.00

USA	HAWAII

162
22.11.1941	USS	Lexington	-	USA	posted	at	Pearl	Harbour	20cts.	On	7th	Dec	returning	
after	delivering	fighter	planes	to	Midway	Island	(plus	cutting	of	its	sinking	8	May	
1942)

8.00

MISCELLANEOUS
163 G.W.R	Timetable	May	1933	reference	Mails	to	be	carried	by	air. 35.00
164 B.E.A	Air	Freight	broucher	#11	with	Supplement	(Summer	1956) 3.00
165 B.E.A.	Comprhensive	Time	table	Oct	1957	#48 3.00
166 Air	Lingus	Time	Table	Summer	1956	Ireland	London	@	Jersey.	Plus	Jersey	byB.E.A. 4.00

167 British	Airways	,	European	&	Med	Time	Table	#1	Nov75-March	76	plus	baggage	lbles	
&	complimentry	slips.

4.00

168 British	Airways	Shuttle	1	April	-	25	Oct	1980	plus	complimentry	slips 3.00
169 British	Midland	timetable	booklet	28	Mr	30	Oc	1993 3.00

170 Post	Office	Press	Photograph	of	Concord	and	pilot	with	Data	Post		October	1981	size	
25x20cm

6.00

171 Post	Office	Press	Photograph	of	Dan	Air	with	mail	being	loaded	with	Data	Post		
October	1981	size	25x20cm

4.00

172 Post	Office	Press	Phoograph	Royal	Mail	Datapost	G-DATA	in	flight	size	25x20cm 5.00
173 Newspaper	cutting	83	x	63mm	LISBON-ROME	LINK	No	passengers	yet	for	US	Clippers 3.00

174
GPO	Bag	label	P534C	"Security	by	aier	mail	in	charge	of	British	Pilot"	to	"Sea	
Transport	Officer	Cape	Town"	red	pencil	Capt	Trail	smith	h/s	on	reverse	"Ministry	of	
Shipping"	&	"Sea	Transport	Office"	Cape	Town	23	Dec	1939

10.00

175 I.A	notice	dated	3.2.1936	re	England	-	Nigeria	air	mail 10.00
176 AirMinistry	notice	Cmd.	5403	Khartoum	-	West	Africa	1937 10.00
177 GPO	Notice	Stage	2	of	Empire	All	Up	service	stages	1	&	2	 20.00
178 GPO	Notice		Sept	1939	Suspension	of	Empire	Air	Mail	Scheme 10.00
179 BOAC	leaflet	"Speedbird	routes	to	S.Africa"	valid	from	May	1948 7.00

180 Air	Mail	bag	label	"ABA	CONGO	BELGE"	to	Cairo	pmk	ABA	20.9.1939	m/s	blue	pencil	
1080gms

10.00

POSTCARDS
181 25	plus	coloured	postcards	of	airliners 15.00
182 PPC	Valentines	"I.A	Ensign	airliner"	in	flight	G-ADSR 4.00

LITERATURE
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183
‘Global	and	Mid-Atlantic	Trunk	Air	Routes’,	32	p.	Douglas	Aircraft	Market	Research	
Report	on	development	of	these	routes	including	Aeropostale,	DLH	and	LATI.	Well	
illustrated.	(1971)				

14.00

184

‘KLM’s	Caribbean	Decade	1934	-	1944,	The	Story	of	the	Operations	of	Royal	Dutch	
Airlines	in	the	West	Indies	since	Decemebr	1934’.	100	p.	‘Landscape’	format	detailed	
well	illustrated	study	with	WWII	refs.,	traffic	statisticts	and	coloured	route	map.	Spiral	
bound,	cover	parting	from	spirals,	otherwise	good	condition.	(c.	1944)

20.00

185 ‘Aeroflot: An	Airline	and	its	Aircraft’	by	R E G Davies.	96	p.	landscape	hardback,	fully	
illustrated	with	impressive	route	maps.	As	new.	(1992)		

20.00

186
‘Via	The	Red	Skies	-	The	Development	of	Soviet	Air	Mail	1922	-	1945’	by	
G A Ackermann.	Important	338	p	English-language	fully	illustrated	study	with	covers	
and	route	maps.	Includes	‘Imperial	Russia	and	its	flying	machines’.	(2002)

27.00

187

‘China	Clipper’	by	R W Jackson.	‘The	story	of	Pan	American’s	flying	boats	and	their	
role	in	the	war	in	the	Pacific’.	238	p	hardback	with	fictionalised	account	of	the	
possible	fate	of	the	Hawaii	Clipper	at	the	hands	of	the	Japanese	in	July	1938.	
Illustrated.	(1980)

16.00

188 ‘Master	Airman,	a	biography	of	AVM	Donald	Bennett’	by		A Bramson.	174	p	ilustrated	
hardback.	Includes	long	range	‘Mercury’	flights,	the	Atlantic	Ferry	and	BSAA.	(1985)

14.00

189
‘Russia’s	Shortcut	to	Fame	-	A	fifty-year	Hoax	Exposed’	by	Robert	J Morrison.	An	
ivestigation	into	the	claimed	non-stop	transpolar	flights	by	ANT	25	in	1937	from	the	
USSR	to	the	USA.	320	p.	illustrated	hardback.	(1987)	

14.00

190 ‘British	Air	Services’,	8pp	White	Paper	by	Ministry	of	Civil	Aviation	looking	to	
organisation	of	peace	time	commercial	aviation.	(December	1945)

5.00

191 ‘British	Air	Services’,	8pp	White	Paper	by	Ministry	of	Civil	Aviation	looking	to	
organisation	of	peace	time	commercial	aviation.	(December	1945)

7.50

192 ‘The	Air	Battle	for	Malta’,	96pp	well	illustrated	HMSO	publication,	1944 6.00
193 ‘Bomber	Command’,	128pp	well	illustrated	HMSO	publication	(1941) 7.50

194 ‘RAF MIddle	East’,	144pp	well	illustrated	HMSO	publication	covering	1942	-	January	
1943.	(1945)

6.50

195 ‘Island	Pilot’,	80pp	A5	well	illustrated	story	by	Capt	Whitfield	of	flying	for	Loganair	in	
Shetland.	(1995)

6.00

196 ‘Croydon	Airport	and	the	Battle	for	Britain	1939-1940’,	166pp	illustrated	history	
(1984)	

5.00

197 ‘British	South	American	Airways	1946–1949,	a	sourcebook	for	aerophilatelists’	by	
Beith,	copy	no.	282/300,	A4	64pp,	fully	illustrated	inc.	some	colour.	(2004)

12.00

198 ‘Courier	Recupere	-	Recovered	Mail,	Vol	1	1910-1936’	by	Nierinck,	566pp	illustrated	
h/back,	with	valuations	in	Swiss	Fr.	As	New.	(1992)

47.50

199 ‘The	Pioneer	Period	of	Hungarian	Airmail’	by	Berecz,	c.	200pp,	illustrated	AAMS	s/bk,	
as	new.	(1996)

14.00

200

‘Postal	air	mail	connections	between	Europe	and	North	America	1919–1945’,	by	
Bergier:	French	text	with	English	versions	of	introductions.	Fully	illustrated	with	easy	
to	understand	captions.	A4,	258	pp,	maps	in	colour,	spiral	bound,	as	new.	Second	
edition.		(2001)

25.00

201 South	African	Airmails,	Capt	M.F.Stern	82pp	card	cover 9.00




